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Laughable

Steve Freeman’s attempts to defend
his ridiculous decision to stand in
Bermondsey are getting beyond bizarre
(Letters, April 30).
He points out that he has been a
reader of this paper for many years, and
“broadly supportive” of it - very good,
Steve. That does not mean anything
in and of itself, however. We have a shall we say - colourful readership, as
recent missives from believers in extraterrestrial lizards have made clear.
More to the point, he does not seem
to have read us with any particularly
high degree of attention. He poses a load
of questions, which essentially amount
to pettifogging over our motives. For
clarity’s sake: no, we do not believe it
is “always correct” for revolutionaries
to stand down for reformists.
We believe that the Labour Party is
an important site of struggle, and one
such aspect of that struggle is comrades
like Kingsley Abrams breaking with it
to the left (we would prefer his like to
stay in, but understand why they may
find it very difficult). Steve boasts that
he was not a member of the Labour
Party during the Blair-Brown years,
as if that is supposed to impress us.
Quite the opposite, Steve: while you
have spent most of that time fiddling
around with your ‘republican socialist’
project, which has never existed outside
your own mind, it would have been
preferable had you had a Labour card.
He suggests that we are blacklisting
him because he has criticised us. This
is laughable. We called for votes for
Trade Unionist and Socialist Coalition
candidates in the last general election
despite having been banned from Tusc,
among innumerable other examples.
We are not precious. We know that our
project is not particularly popular on
the left at the moment.
Most beautifully, he has the gall to
accuse us of sectarianism! Having set
himself up as a vote-splitting candidate
in Bermondsey, in a flagrant act of
sabotage against comrade Abrams’
campaign, his throwing that particular
epithet around is utterly laughable.
Sectarianism, in the mind of Steve
Freeman, means not cheering on Steve
Freeman when he decides to do what
he wants.
As usual, he fudges the political
issues at work, claiming to stand for
‘Marxism’ against reformism; but we
know that Steve’s ‘republican socialism’
mutates radically according to his mood
(and opportunistically according to who
he’s talking to) and presently amounts to
vapid left-nationalist nonsense. Pulling
a stunt like this would need a very, very
good reason to be politically justified:
participating in the political collapse of
the British left into nationalism is quite
the opposite. We refuse votes to openly
left-nationalist candidates in Scotland,
and we see no reason why Steve should
be any different in Bermondsey.
The biggest issue, however, is
precisely that this is sabotage. Steve
is a member of Left Unity. Left Unity
decided, at local and national level, to
support comrade Abrams as a candidate.
Steve has decided to actively undermine
that decision. He is in breach of his duties
as a member of LU, and indeed would
be in breach of his duties in any serious
political organisation. We believe that
the left needs to unite in a party, which
means (shock, horror!) sometimes
losing votes and having one’s personal
ambitions frustrated, and putting up with
that. Steve’s behaviour is antithetical to
the very idea of the party.
So, if LU was supporting Satan
himself in Bermondsey, we would think
seriously about offering critical support
to the Lord of the Flies before Steve.
Hopefully, he will not be a member

of LU for much longer, though it is an
organisation ill-designed for expelling
people. Certainly, if Steve had accepted
our now long-expired invitation to join
the CPGB, any behaviour like this
would see him out the door before you
can say ‘republican socialism’.
We hope that’s clear.
Paul Demarty
Southwark

Tusc rally

The May 4 bank holiday evening
saw 50 to 60 left activists at the final
election campaign rally for Tusc at the
Novotel in Sheffield.
The attendance was largely
composed of local and regional
members of the Socialist Party in
England and Wales, with a smattering
of Socialist Workers Party comrades, a
couple of ‘positive money’ eccentrics,
local activists and trade unionists - and
two members of Left Unity, myself
and comrade Lee Rock, who delivered
fraternal greetings to Tusc.
On the top table were the two local
SPEW Tusc parliamentary candidates,
Ian Whitehouse and Alan Munro (the
SWP’s Maxine Bowler, standing in
Brightside and Hillsborough, was a
notable absence), a Socialist Students
speaker and SPEW’s deputy general
secretary, Hannah Sell, to talk about the
need for Tusc, the fight against austerity,
the traitorous role (post-Militant) of the
Labour Party, nationalising the 150
monopolies and a planned economy,
as well as more local and immediate
issues.
SPEW comrades were friendly, both
when we turned up as Sheffield Left
Unity to help leaflet the city centre
the previous Saturday and also in
this meeting - and indeed in the pub
afterwards.
What was most of note during
the session, with the lone exception
of comrade Hannah Sell, was the
response from members on both
sides of Tusc, both SPEW and SWP,
to the points made by Lee Rock in
his intervention from the floor. After
delivering fraternal greetings from Left
Unity and congratulating the efforts of
Tusc and the scale of its campaign,
he argued the need for Tusc not to
disappear again after the election, as it
usually does, wasting everything that
has been achieved, with the SWP and
SPEW going their own separate ways
once again, but instead seeing continued
cooperation locally between SPEW and
SWP activists and also Left Unity. It
was especially important, said comrade
Rock, that Tusc continue as a working
unity of socialists from different groups,
so that, in the first place, the work that
has gone into the largest left-of-Labour
electoral challenge since World War
II was not wasted and, in the second
place, the liquidation of the Socialist
Alliance should show us how the
first fruit of left cooperation has been
repeatedly and deliberately destroyed
by the leaderships of the organisations
present, and that the time for the unity
of the far left was more pressing than
ever, with Left Unity choosing to go
the Omov route, which he believed to
be preferable to a federal approach.
Nonetheless, it seemed to him that
closer cooperation between all parties
was a necessity.
To my pleasant surprise, successive
SPEW and SWP comrades then stood
up to agree with comrade Rock on the
need to see continued joint political
activity between the SPEW and the
SWP and also bringing in Left Unity,
as well as a reluctance to pose Tusc
as simply the single solution that the
movement needs. It also seemed clear
that there was an acceptance of the
unlikelihood that any more trade unions
will join the RMT in backing it. Instead
the SPEW comrades in particular appear
to be pinning their hopes on pushing
‘disaffiliation from Labour’ motions at
upcoming union conferences, hoping

for little more than simple disaffiliation.
For her part, comrade Sell delivered
a little slap on the wrist to her comrades
present, complaining that she had not
heard the strong arguments in favour
of Tusc from the room that she would
have expected to hear, and had nothing
to say on the issues of generalised left
regroupment or of continued joint
action locally, other than that it was
far less important than SPEW’s own
trade union work - which will be really
decisive - implying that the left working
together is ‘nice’, but simply a waste of
time, in reality.
The SWPers present also took a
tentative pro-unity line, paraphrasing
the tag line finish on recent Callinicos
articles in the International Socialism
Journal that the far left is too fragmented
and something ought to be done about it.
More than once, comrades stressed that
they didn’t want to see their own hard
work in this historic campaign merely
wound up and that the 95% where we
agree as socialists is more important
than the 5% where we disagree.
Hopefully, this spirit of openness to
others on the left and the sense of the
objective need to overcome our disunity
is the seed of something good to come.
Michael Copestake
Sheffield

Baffled

Peter Manson’s article, ‘Gambling
on a government - or bidding
for an opposition?’ (April 30), is
comprehensive and informative, but
I have a difficulty understanding the
concept of “a bourgeois workers’ party”
which is “a strategic site of struggle”.
Historically, the inheritance is from
the Liberal Party, through the Labour
Representation Committee, so the
heritage is those bourgeois, reformist,
state-interventionist politics. Those
politics carried along the trade unions,
which had the loyalty, ideological
adherence and following in the UK
working class. But the politics were,
with few exceptions, never proletarian
working class politics. So is the
designation a sociological one and, if so,
why should that link confer the necessity
of support in UK parliamentary elections
as part of the struggle to win the Labour
Party to revolutionary communism?
Support by the hangman’s noose is
recommended in our history, but that was
almost a century ago. The subsequent
history of workers’ engagement with
reformist, parliamentary, state-socialist
byways has surely taught us that, while
a relationship of some sort must be
undertaken with the Labour Party, it
should hardly be one of simple voting.
And entanglement with an outfit like
Left Unity, whose intentions, however
radical, are far from wanting to give
space to revolutionary communists, is
hardly going to get us very far.
What we should be doing I am
obviously not sure of, and my remarks
are really a form of questioning; I
genuinely am baffled by the formula
of the ‘bourgeois workers’ party’, but I
read the Weekly Worker to keep up some
sort of clarification and questioning of
the present configuration of events and
organisation.
Tom Richardson
Middlesbrough

Defend Lutfur

In the Morning Star of April 29,
Alliance for Workers’ Liberty member
Jim Denham had a letter titled ‘Shame
on the Star for its defence of Rahman’
published. It has no original thoughts on
the matter, merely demanding we submit
to the political prejudices of the archZionist, Eric Pickles, and the election
commissioner, Richard Mawrey.
As a committed Zionist himself,
Jim makes a few pedestrian points:
that leftists had criticised the Catholic
church for telling people how to vote in
Liverpool and Glasgow, that Mawrey had
made some good judgements in the past

and therefore this one must be OK too,
etc, which merely serve to bolster Eric
Pickles. And the final, devastating point,
“there is real racism at work [apart from
the bogus kind peddled by petitioner,
Ukip member Angela Moffat, the Tories
and Tower Hamlets Labour, we must
assume] - the racism that believes the
immigrant poor deserves no better”.
They are about to find out how much
“better” the new anti-racism of the
Eric Pickles commissioners really is.
Lutfur Rahman reinstated the education
maintenance allowance, he did not
implement the bedroom tax, he retained
council tax benefit and he celebrated
St Patrick’s Day. He defended LGBT
culture, his was the first council to take
active steps to oppose the blacklisting
of building workers by refusing to use
firms guilty of this illegal practice and
he mobilised the whole council to oppose
the fascist English Defence League.
These are his real ‘crimes’.
The commissioners will be kept in
place, so the establishment, via Price
Waterhouse Cooper, can be absolutely
certain these heinous practices, which
benefited the undeserving poor to some
degree, cease immediately; austerity will
be imposed without let or hindrance, even
if they lose a third election on June 11 to
Rabina Khan.
In the AWL’s Solidarity No362
(‘Restore secular politics in Tower
Hamlets’, April 29), Jean Lane begins
somewhat more circumspectly. She just
could not decide whether he was corrupt
on not - “Neither Galloway nor Pickles,
but secular politics” seems to be the new
third camp slogan. Only, of course, there
is no neutrality in a vicious class struggle
where there are no angles on any side.
And she quickly reveals her sympathies
by an outright lie: “Some also deny the
judge’s finding that 101 imams said ‘that
it was the duty of faithful Muslims to vote
for Mr Rahman … with religious duty
being mentioned in canvassing before
the polls and to voters attending polling
stations on election day”.
But the 101 imams did not say “that
it was the duty of faithful Muslims to
vote for Mr Rahman” in that letter or
anywhere else. Paul Demarty likewise
make a similar and equally false claim
in ‘Court protects Labour corruption’
(April 30), referring to “a letter from 101
imams urging voters to back Rahman
as part of their religious duty”. In fact,
the letter was entirely secular with no
religious reference whatsoever. What
Jean and Paul are quoting is Mawrey’s
judgement on what he assessed as the
implicit content of the letter, although
the letter itself says the exact opposite of
what he claims it implies. I would refer
the reader to the legal interpretation of
Frank Cranmer, for the text of the letter
and Mawrey’s outrageous judgement on
it. One extract in particular can be cited
to demonstrate the falsity of the claim:
“We observe that some people are
targeting the languages, colours and
religions and attempting to divide the
community by ignoring the cohesion and
harmony of the citizens. This is, in fact,
hitting the national, cultural and religious
‘multi’ ideas of the country and spreading
jealousy and hatred in the community.
We consider these acts as abominable and
at the same time condemnable.”
Nonetheless, despite the fact that he
can find no quote in the letter itself to back
his interpretation, Mawrey concludes in
section 551: “… the imams’ message is
clear; our religion is under attack, our
enemies despise us and wish to humiliate
us; it is your duty as faithful sons and
daughters of the [church][mosque] to
vote for candidate X: only he will defend
our religion and our community. As the
imams’ letter puts it: “[Our opponents
are] spreading jealousy and hatred in
the community. We consider these acts
as abominable and at the same time
condemnable’…”
Of course, this is what his bigotry
wishes to infer. The Church of
England, ‘the Tory party in prayer’, is

the established church in England and
Wales, all manner of explicit ‘spiritual
influence’ are used every day by every
faith in Britain, but are only a crime now
if you are a Muslim.
The law, according to the Pickles
hatchet man’s own criteria, requires
him to find that “A person shall be
guilty of undue influence (a) if he,
directly or indirectly, by himself or by
any other person on his behalf, makes
use of or threatens to make use of any
force, violence or restraint, or inflicts or
threatens to inflict, by himself or by any
other person, any temporal or spiritual
injury, damage, harm or loss upon or
against any person in order to induce
or compel that person to vote or refrain
from voting, or on account of that person
having voted or refrained from voting.”
He can point to nothing akin to that
on the imams’ letter. And he gives us his
own Tory interpretation of Irish history
to justify likening that judgement, which
rejected a Tory establishment witch-hunt
against Parnellism, with a judgement
which supported a Tory establishment
witch-hunt against Rahman: “Although
the Roman Catholic clergy of Ireland
were in general supportive of home rule,
they were appalled by the conduct of
Parnell and none more so than Dr Nulty,
the bishop of Meath.”
The good bishop was not making a
moral judgment on Parnell, but pursuing
a political agenda. This was in the midst
of a British empire Tory loyalist witchhunt against Charles Stewart Parnell’s
followers (he had died in 1891) to break
his alliance with Gladstone and prevent
Irish home rule. It succeeded in winning
over almost the entire Whig landlord class
to the Tories and partially reinstated the
old alliance between the Catholic church
and the Tory supporters of absolutism
in the English Civil War. The voided
elections made no difference to that; the
Catholic church was only too willing
to cooperate in defence of the British
empire. Parnell was a Protestant who was
‘living in sin’ with Kitty O’Shea; hence
they had the excuse to get the bigoted
bishops on board.
The witch-hunt against Lutfur
Rahman is in defence of the bankers’
programme of austerity promoted by
the entire establishment - clearly a totally
opposite situation to that of 1892. It has
been pursued over the last five years to
prevent popular resistance to austerity
from spreading. Limited and weak
though that resistance is, nonetheless,
we must support it and oppose the
Islamophobic bigotry used against it to
divide the whole working class.
Gerald Downing
email

Rahman rally

Last week I attended the rally in support
of Lutfur Rahman, who was dismissed
as Tower Hamlets’ mayor following the
decision of high court judge Richard
Mawrey. Around 2,000 people attended
the packed meeting in Mile End Road it started 45 minutes late, such were the
numbers.
There were speeches and
contributions from residents, local
interest groups, representatives of trade
unions, John Rees, Andrew Murray
and Weyman Bennett. There were
also video messages of support from
one-time Bethnal Green MP George
Galloway and former mayor of London
Ken Livingstone. There was a sizeable
media presence.
All of the focus though was on the
former mayor - the person everyone
wanted to see. When he did appear
halfway through the meeting, the
audience erupted into chants of “Lutfur,
Lutfur”, as the media immediately
surrounded him, and the person speaking
at the time gave up until the roar of the
crowd died down.
The contributions were, of course,
directed at the judgement, the 200-page
document, Price Waterhouse Cooper’s
‘dodgy dossier’, Eric Pickles and the
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takeover of Tower Hamlets council at
the expense of the ordinary residents,
whose democratic rights are being ridden
roughshod over. There was humour,
seriousness and outrage. However, the
answer the audience were waiting for
was, what next? The chair telegraphed
this by saying that the former mayor had
an important announcement to make.
But first we had to go through speaker
after speaker. It never seemed to end.
Some were uplifting, others mundane.
The chair asked the contributors to keep
it short, but this was not possible, given
the mood created by the judgement.
Eventually Lutfur Rahman did
speak. He reiterated the sentiments of
the previous speakers, but also saluted
the courage of three people who have
“journeyed” with him during his time
as mayor. But only one of those would
get his vote to carry on the legacy, and
he announced that was Rabina Khan,
former Labour Party councillor who
‘travelled’ with Rahman after the latter
was removed as the Labour Party
mayoral candidate in 2010-11. Tower
Hamlets’ mayoral elections will take
place on June 11, but she will not be a
Tower Hamlets First candidate due to
“so-called financial irregularities”. His
announcement was met with cheers and
excitement. She was a popular choice.
In the meantime, there is the
judgement of Richard Mawrey to fight
and funds are being raised for an appeal.
The fight goes on for those who voted
for Rahman, and Khan’s supporters will
be doing everything they can to continue
the popular policies of the former mayor.
The mayoral election will be the ‘real’
judgement of Pickles’ interference, not
that of an unelected and unaccountable
judge.
Simon Wells
email

Decay
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I had agreed with Stephen Diamond in
my first letter (April 16) that the collapse
of capitalism is not imminent. However,
regarding his reply that we have simply
been in a state of permanent crisis and
not a decline (Letters, April 30), I’d say
that this recent period has not exactly
been crisis as usual.
A former level of crisis, the
depression, which may have made
some Marxists expect that collapse was
imminent, was one in which the state
ultimately resorted to the ‘redistribution’
of surplus value by taxation to the social
good. This indeed was a break with
classic laissez-faire and, to use comrade
Diamond’s phrase, a possible adaptive
strength.
But what do we find in our current
conjuncture? Not only a fall in the rate
of profit, but a culture in the financial
sector (see Michael Roberts’ ‘Close
down financial casinos’, April 30) that
encourages a short-termism which is
self-destructive of any society, a culture
which has been growing in hegemony
since the deregulation and globalisation
of the 1980s.
I agree again that in this situation
there is still no crisis of working class
leadership (meaning a turn to an
alternative leadership), but there is a
decline of belief in politics as usual. This
can certainly mean quietism or insularity,
where internationalism is dismissed for
dreams of autarchy, as in Greece, the
unworkableness of which could lead
many to transfer their allegiance to
nationalism and fascism. No, this is not
revolution, but it’s not business as usual.
Contrary to the declarations of private
individualism, state intervention has
become a necessary support for the
system, though one realised in bailouts
and benefits for the in-work. While we
are not in a situation of dual power with the ruling class still unshaken, if
anxious and the hope of reform still
abiding (Obama, etc) - not many would
deny that most of us rely on the state
or suffer from its withdrawal. This then
could open the question of why we
shouldn’t recognise that we all rely on
the community as a whole, and start to
provide, as Mike Macnair suggested

last week, a living wage for everyone
(‘Thinking the alternative’, April 30).
This is a much deeper crisis for this
mode of production than before - in its
very motive and claim to provide a good
life and the basis of a peaceful society.
It’s hard to see it just as a trough before
another boom or a malaise solvable by
a world war. This is a decline, not into
extinction or barbarism, but a continued
decay and an intensified provocation to
seek an alternative.
Mike Belbin
email

Right party

Andrew Northall’s letter, ‘Wrong party’
(April 30), makes some truly bizarre
assumptions regarding the relationship
between the CPGB and the wider
membership of Left Unity. “Let those
who believe in a ‘new model left’ get
on and do so,” he says, arguing that
we should instead “be talking to other
groups who share your different aim of
a Marxist party”.
The obvious truth is, he is not alone in
these sentiments: in my own LU branch I
have seen the passive-aggressive hostility
towards CPGB members first hand,
particularly from inveterate ex-swappies
and other assorted grizzled Trots. I say
passive-aggressive, because the dirty
laundry is very rarely aired openly, but
instead muttered and grumbled with
complete disregard for ‘actually existing’
in-branch relationships, which are on the
whole quite friendly (along the lines of
‘We like the CPGB, we like you, but we
hate the idea of the CPGB, we hate the
idea of you being here ... Splitters!’).
The main bone of contention seems to
be exactly that which comrade Northall
alludes to: a general feeling that we are
somehow party-poopers, come to rain on
everyone else’s sunshine and rainbows
and nice things, parading with stonyfaced, dour Marxism and (god forbid)
principles.
Of course, the flipside of the stance
of Northall and co goes completely
unexplored - overlooked in the rush to
condemn anything that might look like
disloyalty or sedition. Very few seem
to have considered that the pure-strain
party they implicitly desire, far from
being a ‘new model party’, is in fact
precisely a party of the old type: a sect
in the very worst sense of the term; one
that demands total ideological fidelity
and submissiveness; one that abhors
argument and debate on the grounds

that it is uncomradely and downright
mean. Be it of the ‘new model’ or the
very similar old model, the broadness
of broad parties has often served as a
mask for a ‘sit down, shut up and pay
subs’ mentality.
For all the inclusive talk of minority
and individual speech rights, of
representing “feminism, identity and
sexual politics, climate change, free
movement of peoples, internationalism
and cosmopolitanism”, there is
sometimes little tolerance for minority
(and what are we if not a minority?) and
individual views which don’t fit into that
precise, compartmentalised schema:
views that might actually contradict,
rather than complement, the general
party line.
It’s also good to know that comrade
Northall thinks that LU as it stands
represents the finished article, needs
no further improvement or refinement
and that we can all lie back and wait
for the revolution. Unfortunately, the
naysayers of the CPGB don’t share this
view. What we see in LU is another
theatre of struggle, one that as a whole
is a little more receptive to our politics
than most. Contrary to what the Pete
Greens of this world might suggest, we
raise money, regularly attend meetings
and go door-knocking - all under the
LU banner. Member for member, we
pull our weight. We may disagree on
what the character of the party should
ultimately be, but we involve ourselves
precisely because we believe that there
is something worth struggling for in Left
Unity.
Crucially, part of that struggle
necessitates criticising comrades when
they go off and do something we see as
dumb and counterproductive: criticising
fellow socialists when they clamber
aboard the bandwagon of a party
that can’t even bring itself to use the
dreaded S-word (it’s not asking much,
comrades). Far from “disagreeing with
its very basis”, the CPGB embraces the
basis of the party; we embrace the idea
that Left Unity provides a forum for a
spectrum of socialists to openly debate
their politics - to try and win majority
support or, as a minority, bank on future
fortunes - and that it needs to stay
faithful to this basis, to resist the urge
to purge away its internal differences, if
it is to have any value to the movement
as a whole.
Tom Munday
London

HANDS OFF
THE PEOPLE

OF IRAN

Explaining the chaos
Saturday May 30, 11am to 5pm
The Cock Tavern, 23 Phoenix Road, London NW1

The peoples of the Middle East and north Africa live with the hell
engendered by imperialism, war and state collapse. Is this symptomatic
of a system in decline? Is the US deliberately spreading disorder in the
hope of benefiting from national and religious divisions? Is Israel still the
favoured ally of the US? Can the left and working class movement revive?
Our school will explore these complex issues and discuss how
consistent anti-imperialist activists in this country should respond.

Sessions

1. Islamic State, Yemen, Syria, Iraq and negotiations with
Iran. Speaker: Yassamine Mather (chair, Hands Off the People of Iran)
2. Inconsistencies of US strategy. Speaker: Mike Macnair (Communist
Party of Great Britain)
3. Israel’s future in light of changing US-Iran relations.
Speaker: Moshé Machover (Israeli socialist, co-founder of Matzpen)
PO Box 54631, London N16 8YE; office@hopoi.info; www.hopoi.org

CPGB podcasts

Every Monday we upload a podcast commenting on the current
political situation. In addition, the site features voice files of public
meetings and other events: http://cpgb.org.uk/home/podcasts.

London Communist Forum

Sunday May 10, 5pm: Weekly political report from CPGB
Provisional Central Committee, followed by open discussion and
Capital reading group. Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road, London
WC1. This meeting: Vol 2, chapter 2, section 1: ‘The circuit of
productive capital: simple reproduction’.
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk.

Radical Anthropology Group

Introduction to anthropology
Tuesday May 12, 6.30pm: ‘Does father absence affect children
growing up?’ Speaker: Paula Sheppard.
Cock Tavern, 23 Phoenix Road, London NW1.
Talks are free, but small donations welcome.
Organised by Radical Anthropology Group:
http://radicalanthropologygroup.org.

Walk for Palestine

Saturday May 9, 11am to 4pm: Fundraising walk and talk with
Palestinian activists. Assemble John Scurr community centre, 1A
Bekesbourne Street, Limehouse, London E14.
Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign:
www.palestinecampaign.org/events/walk-for-palestine.

Lessons for today

Saturday May 9, 1pm to 4pm: Discussion, Red Shed, Wakefield
Labour Club, Vicarage Street, Wakefield. ‘The story of the
Independent Labour Party and its lessons’. Speakers: Iain Dalton
(Socialist Party), Barry Winter (Independent Labour Publications).
Free admission and free light buffet. Excellent real ale.
Organised by Wakefield Socialist History Group:
www.theredshed.org.uk/SocialHist.html.

London Radical Book Fair

Saturday May 9, 12 noon to 7pm: Including talks, art and music, 4749 Tanner Street (near Tower Bridge), London SE1.
Organised by London Radical Book Fair:
www.londonradicalbookfair.wordpress.com.

Socialist films

Sunday May 10, 11am: Screening, Bolivar Hall, 54 Grafton Way,
London W1. Roman Chalbaud’s El caracazo (Venezuela, 110
minutes). Followed by discussion.
Organised by London Socialist Film Co-op:
www.socialistfilm.blogspot.com.

End the Yemen conflict

Monday May 11, 7.30pm: Discussion, Rumi’s Cave, 26 Willesden
Lane, London NW6. With Cambridge political scientist Dr Glen
Ragwala.
Organised by Stop the War Coalition: www.stopwar.org.uk.

Reinstate Candy Udwin

Tuesday May 12, 9am: Solidarity rally, National Gallery, Trafalgar
Square, London WC2. Speakers include Mark Serwotka on the day of
the disciplinary hearing, when Candy is threatened with dismissal.
Organised by PCS union: www.pcs.org.uk.

The body of an American

Wednesday May 13, Thursday May 14, 7.30pm: Anti-war play by
Dan O’Brien, Swansea Grand Theatre, Arts Wing, Singleton Street,
Swansea SA1.
Organised by Tent Of Xerxes: www.facebook.com/tentofxerxes.

These dangerous women

Thursday May 14, 7.30pm: Evening of film, prose, poetry, music and
discussion, New Cross Learning (formerly New Cross Library), 28385 New Cross Road, London SE14. Introduced by Natalie Bennett,
Green Party.
Organised by Lewisham Stop the War: www.lewishamstopwar.org.uk.

14 hours for 14 years

Saturday May 16, 8pm: Sponsored Guantánamo cage event and
vigil, in front of National Gallery, Trafalgar Square, London WC2. All
monies raised will go towards meeting the cost of the Shaker Aamer
parliamentary group delegation to Washington and to aid the campaign
for Shaker’s freedom.
Organised by Save Shaker Aamer:
https://twitter.com/SaveShakerSSAC.

Commemorating the Nakba

Saturday May 16, 11am to 1pm: Protest commemorating the 67th
anniversary, Old Market Square, Nottingham NG1.
Organised by Palestine Solidarity Campaign: www.palestinecampaign.org.

Democracy needs truth

Monday June 1, 6.30pm: International speakers tour in London,
Birkbeck College (main building), room B35 (entrance on Torrington
Square), London WC1. Speakers include: Daniel Ellsberg, Thomas
Drake, Coleen Rowley, Norman Solomon, Justin Schlosberg.
Organised by Media Reform Coalition: www.mediareform.org.uk.

Confronting a world at war

Saturday June 6, 10am to 5pm: Stop the War Coalition AGM, TUC,
Great Russell Street, London WC1.
Organised by Stop the War Coalition: www.stopwar.org.uk.

CPGB wills

Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s
name and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in your
will. If you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.
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Avoiding bacon sandwiches
Don’t incur the wrath - or mockery - of the press, warns Eddie Ford

A

s we go to press, the Weekly
Worker has no more idea than
anybody else as to how the
general election votes will exactly fall
nor how the seats will be distributed,
let alone what deals (or not) might be
struck. There might even be another
general election relatively soon. But,
feverish speculation aside, one thing
can be said with absolute certainty the rightwing print media has done
everything in its considerable power
to set the agenda and in turn determine
the outcome of the election. Just look
at the way it has treated Ed Miliband.
Our readers will need no reminding
how journalists have been frothing
about “Red Ed” for years, the man who
supposedly stabbed his brother in the
back and scandalously had a string of
girlfriends before he got married. A
shifty political Poldark. A man who
cannot even eat a bacon sandwich
properly or, as the catchy headline in
The Independent put it: “Ed Miliband
fails to look normal while eating
bacon sandwich ahead of campaign
tour” - before going on to comment
that the “assembled photographers
quickly took an interest after it
became apparent that the mound of
oozing ketchup and grease could not
be tackled elegantly”.1 Definitely not
the sort of man to be trusted with the
reins of state.
In tandem with these highly
personalised attacks on Miliband,
there have been vicious headlines that
almost give red-baiting a bad name:
keep scraping the barrel. Hence the
Daily Mail front page telling us that
Miliband will “bring back uncontrolled
migration” and explaining that Alex
Salmond needs to “move over”, as “I
own Labour, says union baron Red
Len” (April 23). Then a few weeks
later in the same paper we had Richard
Littlejohn writing: “Trust Labour? I’d
rather trust Jimmy Savile to babysit”
(May 5). Or The Sun leading with
“Monster raving Labour Party”, as
‘Mockney’ Miliband “cosies up”
with “loony leftie” Russell Brand the latter now urging a Labour vote
except in Scotland
and Brighton,

where Caroline Lucas was the Green
MP.
There was even a whiff of
desperation hanging over two recent
front-page stories from The Times.
Both contained open or “exclusive”
letters from thousands of bosses of
various small and large companies
apparently endorsing the Tories - “we
would like see David Cameron and
George Osborne given the chance to
finish what they have started”. But it
later transpired that quite a few of these
signatories had not consented to having
their name attached to the letter, nor
even seen it.
However, frustratingly for the
Tories and their press, the relentless
character assassination of Ed
Miliband has not reaped the expected
dividends. Far from collapsing under
the pressure, the more exposure the
Labour leader received, the more
his popularity ratings went up. The
carefully constructed myth of the
useless dweeb crumbles, as feared
by the former Conservative Party
chairman, Chris Patten - who in
January strongly advised Cameron not
to get involved in a direct, two-way
debate with Miliband, as he is “highly
intelligent” and a “good debater”.2

Pressure

Having said that, the media as
whole calls the tune and frames the
narrative. We can see that clearly with
Miliband’s changing stance towards
the Scottish National Party. At the
beginning of the election campaign,
his position was equivocal - at the
very least, you can say that it had
enough ‘wriggle room’ for some sort
of deal.
But after relentless pressure about a
“dangerous alliance” between Labour
and the SNP that posed a mortal threat
to the union, Miliband began to rule
out any arrangement with Nicola
Sturgeon - eventually declaring on
the BBC’s Question time on April 30
that he would rather not have a Labour
government at all “if it means deals
or coalitions with the SNP”. He was
“not going to sacrifice the future of
our country” or the

“unity of our country” by acceding to
SNP demands over Trident or spending
cuts.3
Not surprisingly, shadow health
secretary Andy Burnham appeared
to be slightly troubled by his leader’s
overly forthright position - saying that
“of course” there will be “dialogue”
with Nicola Sturgeon - whips talk
to each other all the time about
government business: you scratch my
back, I’ll scratch yours. That is just
how Westminster works - everyone
knows that Labour and Tory whips
regularly consult each other over this
or that matter. But Miliband’s Jesuitical
definition of what constitutes a ‘deal’
shows he felt compelled to assuage the
media despite the fact that the polls
pointed to Labour’s need for SNP
backing in some way or another. Now
he might have set himself up for a fall,
which most Labour supporters would
find hard to forgive if a beaming David
Cameron remains prime minister. Of
course, for the vast mass of people at
the moment the general election is
about choosing a government. Only
for the genuinely revolutionary left is
it about building a viable opposition.
Nevertheless, the Tory press has
gone on about the SNP being “hardleft”, “unreconstructed” socialists,
dinosaur throwbacks to the 1970s,
and so on - a theme reflected in John
Major’s truly awful April 21 speech
about the “frightening prospect”
of a deal between Labour and the
SNP, describing the latter as “deeply
socialist”. The very idea is deeply
risible, of course. If the SNP is
terrifyingly far-left, how come it has
the backing of The Scottish Sun - which
on its front page portrayed Sturgeon
as Princess Leia from Star wars, the
“new hope”, and a caption that read:
“May the 7th be with you: why it’s
time to vote SNP”. 4 Meanwhile,
on the same day, the ‘English’ Sun
pictured David Cameron as a newly
born babe in arms - “It’s a Tory!” urging readers to vote Conservative
to “keep [the] UK economy on
track”, “stop the SNP running
the country” and guarantee
an in-out referendum on

EU membership.
No, the Financial Times was a lot
more accurate than Major when it
described the SNP as more “centrist”
than radical or socialist, when you
actually look at its record in office
(May 1). Indeed, it has governed
more like “one-nation Tories”, with
“pragmatic instincts unhindered by
ideological baggage” - at least in the
opinion of Alex Bell, the former head
of policy for Alex Salmond. Therefore
estimates from the Institute for Fiscal
Studies suggest that the budget for
devolved public services has been
cut by around four percentage points
less in Scotland than in England in the
past five years, thanks to the Barnett
formula. Yet spending on health in
England is forecast to have increased
6% in real terms over the same period,
compared with just 1% in Scotland and so on. Spending cuts, or austerity,
by any other name.
But the SNP has been sitting pretty,
taking the credit for any nice things in
Scotland, such as abolishing student
tuition fees, but blaming Westminster
for cuts - in that way absolving itself of
the responsibility. Which is precisely
why some SNPers, at least in private,
would much prefer a Tory government
- it would then be able to carry on
playing that game.
More widely, the rightwing press
would have us believe that the Labour
Party is “hard left” too - with The
Sunday Telegraph trying to frighten us
by saying it had the “most leftwing”
manifesto since the 1980s (May 3).
The fact that this is not that far off
the mark illustrates how dramatically
politics have moved to the right over
the last few decades. After all, just take
a trip down memory lane to the mid1970s with former chancellor Denis
Healey - unarguably a rightwinger in
Labour terms. He wanted to squeeze
the rich “until the pips squeak”, a
comment that earned the rebuke of
Eric Heffer, a leftwinger, for putting
into jeopardy Labour’s chances of
winning the next election. Never
mind about a top tax rate
of 50%, as talked
about by Ed Balls.
That’s for wimps.
In his very
first budget,
introduced in
April 1974,
H e a l e y
introduced
an 83% rate

on incomes over £20,000 (equivalent
of £182,000 in today’s figures),
which, when combined with a 15%
surcharge on “unearned” income (ie,
investments and dividends), could add
up to a 98% marginal rate of personal
income tax - not to mention slapping
on capital controls. No wonder
obscenely remunerated rock stars
and film actors fled to Switzerland,
Monoco and the Channel Islands.
If the likes of the Telegraph think
that Miliband’s manifesto really is
“leftwing” then they clearly do not
know what the word means.

Control-freakery

There has been a lot of moaning
from some sections of the media
about how ‘boring’ this election
has been. Leave aside the numerous
possible outcomes. A constitutional
crisis? Failure to form a stable
government? Or another referendum
on Scottish independence? Perhaps
even a declaration of UDI north of
the border? This whining from the
media is a load of disingenuous,
hypocritical, tosh.
Insofar as the election coverage has
been boring or inane, that is due to
the control-freakery exhibited by the
respective campaign managers, spin
doctors and policy wonks - fighting out
their campaign almost entirely through
the media, not though terribly oldfashioned things like public meetings
or hustings. As a consequence, all that
matters is minimising risk to the utmost
degree and not upsetting the media or
- even worse - becoming objects of
scorn or mockery. Keep clear of the
bacon sandwiches. In fact, just avoid
food altogether and say nothing offmessage - be as anodyne as possible.
Because if you do not, as we
know, you will be torn to pieces by
the media (even though they might go
ahead and do it anyway). Remember
Gordon Brown and his notorious
four-minute 2010 encounter with the
“bigoted” Gillian Duffy (which she
obviously was). They crucified him,
suggesting at the time that his remark
might have been the “shortest suicide
note in history”. And Brown had no
comeback, especially as he had been
banging on previously about “British
jobs for British workers” - which did
not essentially differ from Duffy’s
remarks about eastern Europeans
“flocking” in.
Just about summing up this
dismal state of affairs, the fashion
correspondent of the FT complained
at the weekend about the lack of
colour in elections these days - where
are the bow-ties, waistcoats, hats and
tweed suits? All casual dress, no style
- so dreadfully monochrome. But
you can bet your bottom dollar that
if Ed Miliband turned up on Question
time in a flamboyant shirt he would
be ripped to shreds within seconds by
the press - gods that must always be
appeased. You have to be Mr or Mrs
Bland to get on in mainstream British
politics l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes

Live by the media, die by the media

1. The Independent May
21 2015.
2. www.bbc.co.uk/news/
uk-politics-30860010.
3. www.theguardian.com/
politics/2015/apr/30/edmiliband-snp-oppositionquestion-time-election.
4. www.theguardian.com/
politics/2015/apr/29/
the-sun-backs-the-toriesfor-election-but-scottishedition-backs-thesnp#img-1.
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Radical Independence Campaign: left cover for Scottish National Party

Inconsistent left nationalists
SPS and the SWP may have refused to vote SNP, writes Peter Manson, but in effect they both cheered
on its advance

M

ay 7 2015 will undoubtedly go
down as the day the Scottish
National Party took a decisive
step forward, and the possibility of an
independent Scottish state advanced.
Both factors were, of course,
key elements in the general election
campaign - for the Conservatives, the
allegation that Ed Miliband was at
the beck and call of the SNP ranked
alongside ‘the economy, stupid’ as the
two central points to be emphasised and
repeated ad nauseam. But obviously
there was something more serious
behind the vacuous point-scoring.
The defence of the bourgeoisie’s
precious United Kingdom is for all
the mainstream parties a leitmotiv
- the uncertainty and instability that
would follow a declaration of Scottish
independence cannot be quantified.
And that had been one of the
arguments put forward by most of
the left in favour of a ‘yes’ vote in
the September 2014 independence
referendum - the breaking up of Britain
would severely weaken imperialism
and what is bad for them must be
good for us. We in the CPGB strongly
disagree - if a meteor struck London
and destroyed the City, that would
hardly equate to an advance for the
working class.
I do not wish to be misunderstood
here. We want to see the end of the UK
constitutional monarchy - but we favour
a federal republic of England, Scotland
and Wales: a voluntary unity of the three
peoples, in which each would enjoy the
right of self-determination. We view
such a republic as the form that working
class rule would take in Britain.
But what is on offer from the SNP
is not even some kind of enhanced
democracy, let alone a step towards
working class rule. The SNP favours
the continuation of the constitutional
monarchy - under a capitalist
Scotland fully loyal to both Nato
and the European Union as currently
constituted. The establishment of an
independent Scottish state in these
circumstances would represent a
blow to working class unity - to the
idea that workers in Scotland, Wales
and England must fight as one against

their common enemy, the capitalist
class and its state. It is true that British
imperialism would be weakened by
Scottish independence, but so too
would be the strength of the working
class: Scottish nationalism is at best
a diversion; at worst a divisive, antiworking class threat.
In that case, why did we not call
for a ‘no’ vote in the referendum?
Because the two alternatives on
offer were both reactionary: on the
one hand, the pro-austerity status quo;
on the other hand, the illusion of an
anti-austerity independent Scotland,
which would be forced, in the harsh
light of reality, to implement austerity.
Our call for a boycott was hardly the
equivalent, as has been stated in some
mischievous quarters, of Left Unity’s
official policy of ‘neutrality’ on the
referendum. Nor was it ‘abstention’.
Our call was for a stand against both
reactionary alternatives.
We disagreed with those who said
that a ‘no’ vote was the better option
- apparently it would totally remove
the question of independence from the
political agenda and thus strengthen
working class unity amongst the
Scottish, Welsh and English. I wonder
what such comrades are thinking now.
We warned that the question would not
go away - even a 40% vote in favour
of separation would be regarded as an
advance by the Scottish nationalists
(the 45% achieved was far beyond
their initial expectations). It would
give them renewed hope and inspire
them with the idea that a separate
capitalist Scotland was within reach.
That is precisely what has happened.

Pro-independence
left

Unfortunately, however, the comrades
who advocated a ‘no’ were not the
main problem. At least, in their own
mistaken way, they stood opposed to
Scottish nationalism (while sometimes
inadvertently going along with British
unionism) and advocated working
class unity.
The main problem came from the
majority of the left, which not only

claimed that independence would be
a blow to imperialism and therefore
advantageous to us. They also claimed
that the movement in support of a
‘yes’ vote represented a progressive
rebellion against Westminster’s
austerity programme. There was
indeed a rebellion against the current
order, including the politics of
austerity, within the pro-independence
movement. It would be reasonable to
describe this as a deflected form of
class struggle. However, you could say
the same thing about the anti-migrant
sentiment among workers who blame
outsiders for lowering wages and
worsening working conditions, which
in extremis translates into a vote for
the UK Independence Party.
In other words, both separatism
and xenophobia are often grounded
in discontent, but both are diversions.
It is shameful that those who claim
to be Marxists are prepared not only
to go along with such diversions, but
actually cheer them on.
In the case of Peter Taaffe’s
C o m m i t t e e f o r a Wo r k e r s ’
International, it came out in favour
of “critical support” when the SNPdominated Yes Scotland campaign
was launched in 2012. At the time a
statement from the CWI in Scotland
warned:
The SNP leadership’s plans [in
opposition to austerity] would be
unable to deliver. Therefore, while
supporting a ‘yes’ vote, Socialist
Party Scotland will also campaign
for an independent socialist
Scotland as the only viable solution
to the fundamental issues facing the
working class and young people.1
But within a very short time SPS
had well and truly forgotten about
the “critical” part of the phrase in its
original left-nationalist statement. By
March of this year it was proclaiming:
“The independence referendum saw 1.6
million people vote ‘yes’ in what was a
working class revolt against austerity
and the political establishment.”2
And just a couple of weeks before
the general election the CWI was still

waxing lyrical:
The huge growth in support for the
SNP in Scotland following the TV
debates shows the potential for a
genuine anti-austerity alternative
to be built. The SNP’s membership
has grown still further to 104,000
in Scotland. Thousands of people in
England have also applied to join the
SNP as well.3
Of course, all this comes with a health
warning:
However, the SNP in power have
carried out Tory cuts in Scotland
since 2010. Their proposed public
spending increases, even if they
were fully implemented, would leave
over 90% of the austerity programme
intact. Their support for big business
and capitalism mean the SNP are not
a sustainable vehicle for working
class people seeking a struggle
against austerity.
So there should be no vote for the SNP
- only the Trade Unionist and Socialist
Coalition is worthy of support.
The Socialist Workers Party has an
almost identical position. According
to Socialist Worker, not only is the
right, including the “racist” Ukip, on
the rise, but
there is also a surge towards more
progressive arguments. This is
clearest in Scotland. The SNP has
quadrupled its membership in just six
months. It now poses as the vehicle for
the movement that demanded social
justice and an end to austerity during
last year’s independence referendum.
The referendum politicised huge
swathes of society. For once people
felt they had something to vote for.4
This featured in the paper’s report of
the April 25 ‘Hope over Fear’ rally in
Glasgow, organised by pro-SNP left
nationalists such as Tommy Sheridan.
It was a desperate attempt to feed into
the “new mood” - even though the SWP,
like the CWI and its SPS, were against
any vote for the SNP:

Many former Labour voters have
been attracted by the SNP. It has
put a popular anti-austerity agenda
at the centre of its campaign. But
its record contradicts this message.
Much of the left in Scotland even
argued for ‘lending’ a vote to the SNP
in the general election then standing
independently in the Scottish
elections next year. But building
an alternative to Labour that stands
against welfare cuts, privatisation
and racism can’t wait. We have to
start now.5
Both SPS and the SWP have now
split with Sheridan after his Solidarity
group (formed in 2006 as a split from
the Scottish Socialist Party) voted in
March to support the SNP in the general
election. While, as far as I know, the
SWP has made no formal announcement
of its departure, SPS quit immediately
after the Solidarity conference decision,
which it declared was “a significant
move away from a principled socialist
position and is a step to the right
politically”.6
But at least Tommy Sheridan and
the Solidarity majority were acting
consistently: if you sincerely believe
that an independent Scotland will serve
working class interests and strike a blow
against capitalism, then logically you
should vote for the only party able to
deliver that independence - in UK as well
as Scottish elections.
In reality, however, the two groups
have helped to bolster the SNP - the
hegemonic driving force behind the ‘yes’
campaign - by building illusions in the
independence movement. They are both
continuing to do so l
peter.manson@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. SPS statement, May 29 2012: http://socialist-

partyscotland.org.uk/2012/05/29/yes-scotlandindependence-referendum-campaign-launched.
2. CWI statement, March 16 2015: www.socialistworld.net/doc/7129.
3. The Socialist April 22 2015.
4. Socialist Worker April 28 2015.
5. Socialist Worker May 5 2015.
6. CWI statement, March 16 2015: www.socialistworld.net/doc/7129.
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Saudi Arabia

King promotes his favourites
What is the significance of the power struggle within the Saudi dynasty? Yassamine Mather
investigates

L

ast week, in the middle of a war
in Yemen, where Saudi troops
are engaged in major battles, we
witnessed a quiet but significant, not
to say unprecedented, coup within the
Saudi royal family.
On April 29, king Salman bin
Abdulaziz dismissed his half-brother,
sitting crown prince Muqrin, and
appointed his nephew, former interior
minister Mohammed bin Nayef, as his
replacement. The 55-year-old Nayef
is relatively young for the post, in
a country where the average age of
recent crown princes has been over 70
- Salman had that status in his late 70s.
In a single move the king has decided
the line of succession for the next few
decades, on the same day announcing
that his son, Mohammed bin Salman,
30, will become deputy crown prince.
The outgoing crown prince
confirmed his departure, but failed to
give any explanation for this obvious
removal from office. The rumour mill
in the Middle East has been claiming
that his mother’s humble origins (as
a Yemeni slave) had played a part in
his downfall. The current holders of
power in the Saudi court all come
from the Sudairi section of the royal
household. They share the same mother,
Hassa bint Ahmed al-Sudairi, who was
the favourite wife of the kingdom’s
founder, Abdulaziz.
However, a more credible reason
for Muqrin’s dismissal might be the
widespread belief that he had doubts
about the war in Yemen and believed
Saudi forces were getting nowhere. The
news came at a time when the Saudi
air force is engaged in bombing Houthi
rebels, including in the capital, Sana’a.
The war is not going well for the Saudis
and so far the weeks of air strikes have
brought no tangible military success.
In April, Saudi Arabia tried to
organise a coalition of Muslim
countries to intervene in the war against
its southern neighbour. However, a
number of Sunni countries refused to
join the war effort and on April 10 the
Pakistani parliament decided against
military involvement in the Saudi-led
coalition. So far, apart from the other
countries of the Gulf Cooperation
Council (Qatar, Oman, United Arab
Emirates, Kuwait, Bahrain) and moral
support from general Sissi of Egypt, the
only military contingent has come from
Senegal. The north African country is
planning to send 2,100 troops to join the
“international coalition fighting Houthi
rebels”.
Although Iran’s claim that Saudi
military intervention has been a disaster
is just propaganda, the situation on the
ground is not great. Last week the
Sana’a-based Hisham Omeish, writing
on the Al Jazeera website, summed up
the mood amongst forces inside Yemen
supporting Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi,
the Sunni president favoured by Saudi
Arabia:
… the coalition’s campaign resulted
in the Houthis taking far more
hostile and aggressive steps than
they ever dared before, expanding
into more territories than when the
coalition started its operation. The
coalition’s blockade of airports and
seaports; the collateral damage from
the air strikes, both to infrastructure
and in terms of civilian casualties;
the multiple battlefronts raging
across Yemen; and the overall
devastating impact of war on the
local population, eventually led to
the local buy-in rapidly evaporating.
When the coalition announced
the end of Operation Decisive

After the death of Abdullah came Salman
Storm and the commencement of a
new operation named Restoration
of Hope, the vast majority of
emotionally and physically drained
Yemenis prematurely celebrated.
Unfortunately, the air strikes
continued, and public dissent grew.
The coalition’s lack of a solid plan
was now being starkly highlighted
against the dangerously erratic
and callous military actions.
Furthermore, the realities on the
ground for ordinary Yemenis have
worsened dramatically since the
bombing began.1
According to Human Rights Watch,
the Saudi-led coalition has used USsupplied cluster bombs during recent
air raids. United Nations officials in the
region have said that between March 26
and April 22 551 civilians, including 31
women and at least 115 children, were
killed as a result.
On May 3, news agencies reported
the arrival of a special forces contingent
in the Yemeni port city of Aden - elite
troops deployed to bolster the antiHouthi forces,2 although Saudi Arabia
denied the claims. By May 5 the
situation had deteriorated further, with
Houthis firing rockets and mortars into
Saudi Arabia.
Many have called the current conflict
in Yemen a proxy war between Saudi
Arabia and Iran, and there is no doubt
that Iran has supported the Houthis.
However, in recent weeks the Islamic
Republic’s involvement in the conflict
has been low-key, partly because of
fears of jeopardising the nuclear deal
with the P5+1 powers.
In addition to the war in Yemen,
Saudi Arabia’s fears about such a deal
with Iran, which would ultimately
marginalise Riyadh’s influence in
Washington, played an important role
in last week’s royal appointments. The
new appointees all have a record of
opposing any deal with Iran - they are
all considered hard-liners, at least in this
aspect of the kingdom’s foreign policy.
In Saudi Arabia, power has always
been determined by age, irrespective of
the physical and indeed mental health of
the post-holders. King Salman, who is
rumoured to be fighting dementia,3 has
changed all this, removing his youngest
half-brother (apparently with his
consent) and appointing a crown prince
from the next generation. Hundreds of
other princes amongst the 7,000 that

form the Saudi royal household would
have had seniority over Nayef, the
man named as heir to the throne. Of
course, at 79 the king might not have
long to live and the Iranian press, for
one, has been quick to point out that
so many changes in a kingdom used
to tradition will create uncertainty one Tehran paper claimed this would
mark the beginning of the end of the
Al Saud dynasty. Of course, this is
wishful thinking. In fact in Yemen Iran
is as much of a loser as Saudi Arabia.

Newcomers

So who is Mohammed bin Nayef, the
new crown prince? For many years he
has held the post of interior minister
and has been in close contact with
US security forces. Because of his
role dealing with ‘counter-terrorism’,
his nickname in the Middle East is
“America’s favourite Saudi”. He is
credited with championing the socalled rehabilitation programme,
Saudi Arabia’s well-publicised policy
of ‘re-educating’ captured al Qa’eda
members, including former prisoners
released from Guantánamo Bay. Nayef
is also credited with winning the war
against al Qa’eda in Yemen, albeit with
the help of US drones.
Nayef’s father was a reactionary
even by Saudi standards, nicknamed
the ‘black prince’. He was an advocate
of Wahhabism, with a low opinion of
fellow Arabs:
At an infamous meeting in February
2011, with the region erupting and
the presidents of Egypt and Tunisia
toppling, prince Nayef summoned
the leading Saudi editors and
columnists to a Riyadh dinner. In an
extended tirade, he dismissed the
Tunisians as basically French, and
those in Cairo as louche urbanites,
while arguing that the Saudis

remained bedrock Arabs who held
their traditional political system in
high esteem, according to several
accounts.4
The Saudi king’s second appointment
- nominating his son, Mohammed bin
Salman, as deputy crown prince - has
created more resentment. Previously
a political unknown, he now holds
the post of minister of defence, the
youngest in the world to hold such a
post, and so is in charge of the Saudi
intervention in Yemen. This has led
to accusations of nepotism - no other
Saudi king has promoted his immediate
family at the expense of older, higherranking princes. Both appointments are
resented by other fractions of the Saudi
royal family.
There were other changes in the
government. King Salman removed the
powerful Saud bin Faisal, the world’s
longest-serving foreign minister,
who had worked for 40 years with
successive US administrations and,
according to the bourgeois press, was
one of the world’s most powerful voices
in international affairs.
The former Saudi ambassador
to Washington, Adel al-Jubeir, was
named as Saud’s replacement. Unlike
holders of most other ministerial posts,
Adel al-Jubeir, is not a member of the
royal family - his meteoric rise is due
primarily to his strong anti-Iran stance.
In 2011, while he was the ambassador
to Washington, the US administration
charged an Iranian-American car
salesman with plotting to assassinate
him.
Some in Saudi royal circles
have voiced their frustration with
Washington’s foreign policy, blaming
successive administrations for the
disintegration of Iraq. In particular
they round on Barack Obama for his
failure to intervene militarily in Syria in

2013. The new team will look for allies
amongst neoconservative Republicans,
as well as pro-Israel Democrats, to
consolidate its position as the main
US regional ally, at a time when the
possibility of a nuclear deal with Iran is
causing hysteria in Riyadh. Of course,
Saudi fears of a US-Iran rapprochement
are premature. Even if Iran and P5+1
succeed in signing a final deal, the
two countries will remain regional
adversaries for many years to come.
Last week, for instance, Iran and the
US were sabre-rattling over shipping
lanes in the Persian Gulf.
Two weeks ago the US and Saudi
Arabia threatened to board a flotilla of
Iranian cargo and naval ships, accusing
the Iranians of carrying weapons for
the Houthi rebels. The ships were
forced to change course to avoid a
confrontation. Obama then asked the
navy top brass to send a US aircraftcarrier to Yemen. In retaliation, Iranian
naval forces seized a cargo ship, the
Maersk Tigris, flying the flag of the
Marshall Islands. They forced its crew
to steer towards the island of Qeshm.
The ship’s last port of call was Jeddah.
The US navy responded by escorting
all US-flagged commercial vessels
through the Strait of Hormuz. All this
is adding to the tension in the strategic
waterways used for the transport of
one-fifth of the world’s oil flows.
In addition Iran-US relations
remain tense over Syria. The Obama
administration is persevering with
plans for regime change in Syria,
in alliance with Saudi Arabia, the
emirates of the Gulf Cooperation
Council and Turkey, even though this
policy involves tacit support for former
al Qa’eda affiliates. Between them
Islamic State and Al Nasr (the jihadi
group supported by Saudi Arabia and
Turkey with tacit US support) control
swathes of Syria. US troops stationed
in Turkey are also engaged in training
the Syrian opposition, including al
Nasr. Meanwhile, Iran and its allies
in the Lebanese Hezbollah continue
to support the Syrian dictator, Bashar
Assad.
Yet another UN-sponsored
conference is currently taking place,
aimed at finding a solution to the
Syrian crisis. As with Libya and Iraq,
there is only one essential precondition
for any solution to the conflict: an end
to foreign intervention both by Iran
and by the US, Turkey, Saudi Arabia
and the GCC countries. The civilian
population in Syria and now in Yemen
have suffered enough in proxy wars.
The changes in the Saudi court make
the prospects for a resolution of the
conflicts in the Middle East less likely l

Notes
1. www.aljazeera.com/news/2015/05/saudi-led-

coalition-game-yemen-150504124934102.html.
2. http://news.sky.com/story/1476938/yemensaudi-led-troops-deployed-on-the-ground.
3. www.economist.com/news/middle-east-andafrica/21600180-king-abdullah-appoints-second-line-throne-next-after-next.
4. http://www.nytimes.com/2012/06/17/world/
middleeast/saudi-crown-prince-nayef-dies-ledcrackdown-on-al-qaeda.html?_r=0.

Communist University 2015
Saturday August 15 - Saturday August 22 (inclusive)
Goldsmiths University, Surrey House, 80 Lewisham Way, New Cross, London SE14 6PB
A week of provocative and stimulating debate hosted by the CPGB
Confirmed speakers include: Mike Macnair, Hillel Ticktin, Ian Birchall, Yassamine Mather, Kevin Bean, Marc
Mulholland, James Heartfield, Jack Conrad, Chris Knight, Michael Roberts, Paul Demarty.
Details of the agenda and fees for the school will be available on the CPGB website soon. To receive email
updates for this year’s CU, sign up to the CPGB’s Notes for Action at www.cpgb.org.uk.
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Turkey

A hundred years of denial
Esen Uslu reports on the centenary of the Armenian genocide

T

he centenary of the Armenian
genocide was marked in Turkey
by a small but significant group
of people coming together in places
associated with the massacres, which
began on April 24 1915.
The first commemoration meeting
was held outside the site of the prison
where the initial batch of Armenian
intellectuals, including deputies of the
Ottoman parliament, were detained.
Then a short march brought the
demonstrators to the ferries crossing
the Bosporus. The next destination was
the stairs in front of Haydarpaşa station,
the railhead on the Anatolian side
of Istanbul. The detained Armenian
intellectuals had been transported
along the same route to the station,
and then transported to destinations
from where most never returned.
Demonstrators held up pictures of the
murdered victims.
Then they crossed the Bosporus
once more. Back on the Galata side
they first visited the offices of Agos, the
Armenian weekly newspaper, whose
editor, Hrant Dink, was gunned down in
a state-sponsored assassination in 2007.
The connection was apparent: 1915 has
never ended. After a small ceremony
there they departed for the main
event of the day. The demonstrators
gathered at the small square in front
of the Galatasaray Lycée before
marching through the pedestrianised
old thoroughfare of Christian Istanbul
of the late 19th and early 20th centuries
to Taksim Square, where there was a
candlelit commemoration lasting into
the evening.
The route passed the former building
of the Cercle d’Orient, the elite club
where Talaat Pasha, the leader of the
Union and Progress Party and the
primary organiser of the genocide,
played a final game of contract bridge
with some of the Armenian deputies,
as they had done every week. When
they parted, he had shaken their hands
and kissed their cheeks. To complete his
deception he asked them not to believe
in rumours and assured them nothing
untoward was planned. However,
before leaving his office to be driven
to the club, he had already signed
their arrest warrants - they were to be
executed the next morning.
The procession passed before the
building; however, the demonstrators
were not allowed to proceed into Taksim
Square, which has been off limits since
the Gezi Park demonstrations of 2013.
The crowd was larger here, with more
workers participating; however, it was
not large enough to push back the police
lines, so the sit-in took place in front of
the police lines on the edge of Taksim
Square.
Of course, there were other
commemorative events. Mass was
held in Armenian churches and even
a representative of the government
attended the commemoration meeting
at the Armenian Patriarchate. An
academic conference had been planned
to discuss the events of 1915, but the
university that promised to provide the
meeting venue changed its mind at the
last minute under the heavy pressure
applied by the rightwing. However,
another university came to the rescue,
offering a venue. A commemorative
concert was held featuring prominent
Armenian artists from both Armenia
and Turkey. Several books have been
published too and a few television
debates staged.
But the government had sprung a
cunning trick. The commemoration of
the Gallipoli campaign of 1915-16 was
brought forward to coincide with the
day when the Armenian genocide is
traditionally remembered. While the UK
sent princes Charles and Harry to take

A million died
part in the Gallipoli event, and there was
high-level representation from Australia
and New Zealand, no other prominent
names from the western world attended.
However, there were enough dignitaries
from various ‘third world’ countries
to make up the numbers and provide
the media razzmatazz to drown out
the weak voices protesting about the
Armenian genocide.
On the positive side, some European
countries, including Germany and
Austria, have joined the club that
formally recognises the genocide in this
or that form and put pressure on Turkey
to accept the historical facts. However,
president Barack Obama’s message on
the centenary fell short of what he had
originally promised - the Realpolitik
of the Middle East seemed to inhibit
those who might have preferred more
international diplomatic pressure to be
put on Turkey.

Original sin

When the day came, only a few
members of the Turkish left marched
alongside the brave souls of the
Armenian community. True, the
participation of the Turkish left and
liberals has grown over the last decade
year on year; however, considering
the numbers that normally take part
in other active struggles, the level of
participation was not nearly sufficient
to ease the sense of shame at the
performance of the Turkish left.
Understanding why that is the
case is crucial to understanding the
history of contemporary Turkey and
its working class movement. The
Turkish left was born in the period of
the collapse of the Ottoman empire and
the reincarnation of its vile soul in the
shape of the republic.
The working class and socialist
movements first emerged within the
non-Muslim nations of the Ottoman
empire in the late 19th century. The
development of those movements
coincided with the national struggles
to break free of the empire and form
sovereign states. They maintained an
internationalist outlook in line with the
programme of the Second International
- in particular the programme of the
Armenian Social Democrats was
oriented to democracy and socialism
for all people, to be achieved through
a common fight.
Those movements stood against the

sultan’s regime by force whenever they
could. The moderate factions took part
in elections and won seats representing
various regions of the empire. They
even formed an alliance with the Union
and Progress Party before it took over
the government following a coup - an
alliance which lasted on and off until
World War I.
However, as the empire lost its
foothold in the Balkan countries,
and ceded territory to newly formed
sovereign states, the influence of those
movements waned. Only Armenian
and Greek Orthodox-based movements
remained in the larger territories, and in
port cities such as Istanbul, Izmir and
Trabzon, the ranks of the multi-ethnic
working class gathered from Armenian
and Assyrian, and Jewish, Christian
and Muslim religious communities,
alongside Turks and Kurds.
The initial Turkish left emerged from
these centres. The intellectual input into
the Turkish left came mainly from three
different sources: students based in
France were influenced by Jean Jaurèstype socialism, students and technical
workers in Germany by the German
Spartacist movement and the exiles and
prisoners of war in Russia came under
the influence of Bolshevism.
At the end of the war, the principal
port cities were occupied by the great
powers, and the working class was
isolated. It was at this time that the French
and German-influenced intellectuals and
workers of Istanbul came together to
form the first Turkish left groups.
The Russian-influenced
intellectuals, however, came into
contact with the nationalist officers
who were leading the struggle to create
an independent state in Anatolia. Those
officers and the national forces around
them were in a desperate situation.
They were prepared to put on an
appearance of accepting Bolshevism if
they could get financial and armaments
support from Soviet Russia.
There were few friendly states
the Bolsheviks could turn to, so the
struggle of Turkish nationalists against
the great powers seemed supportable.
They brought Istanbul-centred and
Russia-centred groups together to
form the Communist Party of Turkey
in 1920. But joining together such
different fabrics did not work well,
since the prisoners of war who had
jumped on the Bolshevik bandwagon

contained even those who had taken
part in the Armenian genocide.
When 15 members of the first
central committee of the CPT were
killed in the Black Sea, while they
were on the road to Ankara to assist
the national struggle, the secret order
for their deaths had been issued by
the nationalist government in Ankara.
That party was no more, and only a
rump remained in Istanbul. That rump
would assume the leadership during
the rebirth of the CPT a few years later.
The Istanbul part of the party
was acutely aware of the Armenian
genocide and the intense pressure put
on the Greek communities, since it
had a considerable number of active
Greek members. Many of the working
class members witnessed forced
deportations and other events, such
as the public hanging in Istanbul of
comrade Paramaz (Matteos Sarkissian)
and his 19 comrades from the Social
Democrat Hunchakian Party on June
15 1915.
Up to the years following World War
II, the central committee and several
provincial committees contained a
number of prominent Armenian and
Greek comrades. However, they did
not make their voices heard about the
Armenian massacres. Up to the early
80s there was an Armenian comrade
on the central committee, but still the
CPT was silent about the genocide.
The changed Soviet political stance
on the issue was the main lead to follow
for parties like the CPT. At the time of
an Armenian Soviet Republic, it was
considered unwise to put pressure on
Turkey over the Armenian genocide, as
demanded by the Armenian diaspora in
the imperialist countries. That might
have caused problems for the Soviet
Union, since it could have stirred up
nationalist troubles in the Caucasus
region as well.
Consequently, the CPT, with its
considerable influence over the left
in general, adopted a stance whereby
the Armenian question was ‘forgotten’
until the late 60s. The younger
generation that would take part in
political actions from the 1968 events
onwards were unaware of the nature
and extent of the slaughter - left to
its own devices, it succumbed to the
vicious nationalist denial propaganda
of the state. For years and years antiimperialist nationalism was considered

progressive, and many of the
revolutionary organisations emerging
from the 1968 events themselves bore
the birthmarks of nationalism.

Fresh air

During the late 1970s and into the 80s
under the military junta regime, an
Armenian movement took up arms in a
campaign of assassinations of Turkish
diplomats in various countries. Those
events forced most of the Turkish left
to confront the reality of the Armenian
genocide for the first time.
As the opposition within the CTP
burst into the open, the lack of proper
attention to the Armenian question
and the absence of any internationalist
stance came under criticism. Those
discussions, combined with a new
programmatic understanding, made
large segments of the Turkish left
aware of the truth.
The split within the Revolutionary
Path group allowed Taner Akçam
and his comrades to adopt a more
enlightened attitude towards the
genocide and, since it was one of the
largest groups in the late 80s, it had a
pronounced impact on the Turkish left
as a whole.
However, as the Kurdish freedom
movement came into prominence and
started to record successes against the
Turkish regime, nationalism among
wider sections of the Turkish left
started to increase again. The Armenian
genocide, as well as the massacres of
other religious communities, such as
the Alevis, tended to be pushed into
the background.
The centenary of the Armenian
genocide came and went against such
a backdrop. However, the encouraging
thing is that a new and better educated
generation has come into the ranks of
the struggle, bringing with it a breath
of fresh air. These newcomers are more
ready to adopt an internationalist stance.
The Islamic State massacres of
religious minorities in Syria and Iraq
are providing fresh reminders of how
the genocide was perpetrated, and how
religious-nationalist militants can be
found across the globe, including
the UK and Turkey, who are ready
to commit all kind of atrocities. At
the end of the day, commemorating
the Armenian genocide must be the
starting point for avoiding similar
events in the future l
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This charming man

Ben Macintyre A spy among friends: Kim Philby and the great betrayal Bloomsbury, 2014, pp354, £18

S

o much has been written about
the Cambridge spy ring, and
Kim Philby in particular, that
yet another book on the subject might
seem rather pointless. However, author
Ben Macintyre is clear in the preface
that this is “not another biography
of Kim Philby”. Instead, “it is an
attempt to describe a particular sort
of friendship that played an important
role in history”: concretely, that
between Philby and his fellow MI6
officer, Nicholas Elliot.
The problem with this is that too
little is made of the general political
context in which Philby and the
others formed their friendships, made
their choices and contextualised all
the personal relationships in their
lives. The danger of this approach
by Macintyre is that it looks through
the wrong end of the telescope and in
places it makes some of the author’s
value judgements on Philby’s personal
behaviour appear carping and petty,
even. (One of the book’s illustrations
of Philby in later life has as a caption
this quote from his memoir, My silent
war: “I have always operated on two
levels - a personal level and a political
one. When the two have come into
conflict, I have had to put the politics
first” - the clear implication being that
this is a bad thing.)
To be fair to Macintyre, this is not
some work of depoliticised, psychobabbly twaddle - the author weaves
his take on the politics of the period in
and out of the tale of these two men’s
friendship with some considerable
skill. However, it is worthwhile
actually reminding ourselves exactly
what was the broader political and
social background to the decisions
that Philby, Guy Burgess, Donald
Maclean and others took about their
lives. In this country, the failure of the
Labour government under Ramsay
MacDonald to tackle fundamental
social inequality and the scourge
of unemployment. The National
Government of 1931, itself a perfect
symbol of MacDonald’s capitulation.
The victory of fascist barbarism in
Italy, Germany, Austria and Spain.
Many young left idealists felt they were
faced with a stark choice. The only
world power that appeared to stand
against poverty and fascism, the only
seemingly coherent vision of building
a decent society, came in the shape of
the Soviet Union, with its continuing
identification with 1917 and its promise
of a future of collectivised agriculture,
industrialisation, full employment and
technological wizardry. There seemed,
as even Lord Denis Healey and scores
of other establishment doyens will tell
you, no viable alternative at the time.
That said, looking at Philby
“through the prism of personal
friendship” is potentially useful,
given his famously gregarious nature.
Reading the voluminous literature on
the man, the word you come across
most often is “charm”. A contemporary
recalled that “he was the sort of man
who won worshipers. You didn’t just
like him, admire him, agree with him:
you worshipped him.”1 Philby wielded
this quiet charisma to devastating
effect in his career as a Soviet agent,
but there was also something about the
cliquey, booze-fuelled, establishment
atmosphere of the security service that
allowed him to be so effective. This
point is illustrated by the way both
Philby and his friend, Nicholas Elliot,
were recruited to MI6 in the first place.
The Elliots had “for generations
… furnished the military officers,
senior clerics, lawyers and colonial
administrators” of the empire (p6).

Nicholas himself, although not
unintelligent, generally comes across
as a bit of an affable chump. Naturally,
he went up to Trinity - his father’s old
college. However, he allowed neither
the world of academia nor the feverish
political atmosphere in the Cambridge
of the 1930s to divert him from his
energetic social life: “He seldom
opened a book and emerged after three
years with many friends and a thirdclass degree, a result he considered
‘a triumph over the examiners’”
(p6). Macintyre sums up his smugly
complacent world view as “faith in
king, country, class and club (White’s
Club, in his case, the gentlemen’s club
in St James’s)” (p7).
In 1939, Elliott was at Ascot
racecourse, watching the favourite,
Quashed, come home at 7-2. Over
a glass of champers with Sir Robert
Vansittart, he mentioned that he might
quite like to join the security service.
Sir Robert - a man with close links to
MI6 - smiled and said: “I am relieved
you have asked me for something so
easy.” “So that was that,” wrote Elliot
many years later.2
Philby’s recruitment into MI6 was
equally casual - slapdash, even. As
the man wrote, he simply “dropped
a few hints here and there” with
influential acquaintances and then
waited for the call.3 Surprisingly, a
routine background check on him by
MI5 turned up nothing - despite young
Philby’s rather politically colourful
career at Cambridge and immediately
after. But then perhaps it was not that
surprising. The deputy head of MI6,
Valentine Vivian, vouched personally
for the new recruit: “I was asked about
him and I said I knew his people,”
he said - as though that settled the
matter. Later, when Philby worked
in the counter-intelligence section V
of MI6, Vivian did casually broach
the subject with Philby’s famously
eccentric father.
“He was a bit of a communist at
Cambridge, wasn’t he?” asked Vivian
over lunch at the club. “Oh, that
was all schoolboy nonsense. He’s a
reformed character now,” Philby senior
assured him. (In the book’s interesting
‘Afterword’, novelist John Le Carré
recounts his 1986 meetings with Elliot,
where the ageing ex-spy would pour
out his heart about the enormity of the
personal betrayal he felt about Philby.
At one point, Le Carré suggests: “What
about the ultimate sanction, then forgive me - could you have had Philby
killed, liquidated?” Elliott replies,
appalled: “My dear chap. One of us.”)
In 1939, the head of MI5 actually
suggested that Soviet “activity in
England is non-existent, in terms
of both intelligence and political
subversion”. As Macintyre notes, the
bloke could not have been more wrong,
with Anthony Blunt, Burgess, Maclean
and Philby himself active in various
branches of the security service and
foreign office. In fact, reading this
book, I was struck repeatedly by the
incredible levels of complacency
displayed at every level of the security
establishment - a cultural feature that
must have been exacerbated by the
narrow recruitment pool many were
drawn from. Writing of Philby and
Elliott, Macintyre observes: “They
belonged to the same clubs, drank in
the same bars, wore the same welltailored clothes and married women
of their own ‘tribe’ … men bonded by
class, club and education …” (pp1-2).
Farcically, Elliott was once
summoned to MI6 HQ by the head
of security as part of some general
vetting process. The conversation

went like this:
“Does your wife know what you
do?” “Yes.” “How did that come
about?” “She was my secretary for two
years and I think the penny must have
dropped.” “Quite so. What about your
mother?” “She thinks I’m in something
called SIS, which she believes stands
for the Secret Intelligence Service.”
“Good god! How did she come to
know that?” “A member of the war
cabinet told her at a cocktail party.”
“Then what about your father?” “He
thinks I’m a spy.” “Why should he
think you’re a spy?” “Because the
chief [of MI6] told him in the bar at
White’s” (pp85-86).
By the 1950s, the United States’
various security services were deeply
distrustful of their British counterparts,
which they regarded in general as
feckless, traitorous and compromised
by the ‘old boy’ networks of public
school and Oxbridge. With the net
closing in on Philby in the aftermath of
the 1951 defection of his close friend,
Guy Burgess, the Central Intelligence
Agency chief demanded that any
of his officers with knowledge
of the two must report
details as matter of
urgency (Philby had
been appointed by MI6
to maintain the AngloAmerican intelligence
relationship and to
liaise with the CIA
and Federal Bureau
of Investigation).
The first dossier
to land on his
desk was from Bill
Harvey of counterintelligence. It
was forensic and
devastatingly precise,
building a near irrefutable
case for the report’s central
assertion: Philby was a
Soviet spy.
Interestingly, the second
report came from James
Angleton, an enthusiastic
Anglophile and a victim of
the deadly Philby charm, and its
conclusion was in stark contrast
to the first: Philby was an honest
and brilliant man, cruelly duped by
his erratic friend, Burgess. Macintyre
comments:

regard as duty’” (p127).
The network of men who emerged
from Cambridge in the 1930s as
Soviet agents have all too often been
crudely depicted simply as damaged
individuals with personality traits
that made them almost organically
susceptible to betrayal: drunks, misfits
and, of course, ‘queers’, since Blunt
and Burgess constituted what was
homophobically referred to as the
‘homintern’. The British establishment
- with its philistine empiricism - has
always found it baffling that people
can have an ideological commitment
so strong that the sheer power of ideas
can lead them to betray ‘their’ country.
There has to be another explanation
- drink, sexual perversity, avarice
or whatever; an explanation which
neatly pigeon-holes the perpetrators
as deviants or freaks. Here is reaction
grappling with that which it cannot
comprehend.
In the same vein, I am reminded of
The
Times reporting the last
ideological
s p y

the Soviet Union ever produced,
Michael Bettaney, who was
arrested and sentenced to 23 years
imprisonment in 1984. In its leader
commenting on the case, it wondered
“how it is possible for an intelligent
civil servant to treat Moscow as the
repository of his idealism”. That was
something that “beggars belief”.4
Macintyre is particularly scathing
of Philby’s apparent indifference
to the fate of some of his Soviet
handlers, who were swept away in
Stalin’s purges. Despite praising
them for their “infinite patience”
and “painstaking advice”, the
author suggests that, “later in life,
he expressed little sadness over the
murder of these ‘marvellous men’ and
offered no criticism of the tyranny
that killed them. Only the politics
mattered” (p48).
Again, this is a slanted estimation,
designed to bolster Macintyre’s
contention that Philby lacked genuine
fellow feeling and had cold politics,
where others have a heart and human
feelings. We should probably let the
man himself answer:
It cannot be very surprising that I
adopted a communist viewpoint
in the 30s; so many of my
contemporaries made the
same choice. But many of
those who made their choice
in those days changed sides
when some of the worst
features of Stalinism
became apparent. I stayed
the course.5
Despite the horrors of
the Stalin regime, there is
still something heroic in
those words, “I stayed the
course” l
Mark Fischer
mark.fischer@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes

1. Sir Robert Mackenzie, quoted in P
Knightly The master spy: the story of Kim
Philby New York 1989, p119.
2. N Elliot Never judge a man by his
umbrella London 1992, p101.
3. K Philby My silent war London
1968, pxxviii.
4. The Times April 17 1984.
5. K Philby My silent war London
1968, p7.

In some ways, the two memos
echoed the different approaches to
intelligence that were developing on
opposite sides of the Atlantic. Bill
Harvey’s reflected a new, American
style of investigation - suspicious,
quick to judge and willing to
offend. Angleton’s was written
in the British MI6 tradition,
based on friendship and trust
in the word of a gentleman
(p157).
Macintyre observes that
this was essentially
because
Angleton
“remained, in many
ways, an Englishman.
‘I was brought up
in England in my
formative years,’
he said, many
years later, ‘and
I must confess
that I learned at least I was
disciplined
to
learn
certain
features of
life, and
what
I
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Lifelong partnership

Humans, nature and dialectics
Sadly Marxism must be defended against some who claim to be Marxists, or at least sympathetic to
Marxism. Jack Conrad shows that this is especially the case when it comes to attacks on Frederick
Engels and his work on the dialectics of nature

A

s is well known, Marx and
Engels formed the closest
political partnership. Lasting
from the early 1840s, it only ended
with Marx’s death in 1883. In terms
of outlook, method, programme,
organisation and perspective it is quite
right to talk of the Marx-Engels party.
For around four decades they worked
in tandem, produced a common
intellectual output and of necessity
regularly corresponded, frequently
by return of post. When Engels at
last managed to sell up his business
in Manchester and move to Regent’s
Park Road in north-west London the
two met together as a matter of routine,
usually daily. Discussions could go on
into the small hours. Marx’s house lay
little more than 10 minutes walk away
... and there was always the Mother
Redcap or the Grafton Arms.
Engels was viewed as a member
of the Marx family. Marx’s three
daughters likened it to having another
father. And after Marx’s death it
was Engels who acted as his legal
and political executor. Following
his friend’s instructions he took up
the mammoth task of completing
volumes two and three of Capital.
Engels certainly became the foremost
authority in the Marxist movement and
unofficial leader of the international.

All the literary evidence reveals an
amazing degree of cooperation. There
was a brilliant and constant process
of cross-fertilisation. Marx considered
Engels his number one friend, critic and
collaborator. Politically they almost
formed a single personality. Some of
what is presented under the name of
Engels in the collected works comes,
in fact, from the pen of Marx and vice
versa. Eg, the chapter on economics in
Anti-Dühring is written from material
supplied by Marx (who helped plan
the book as a whole, gathered other
source material and read and approved
the final manuscript).
While Marx should on balance
be considered the senior partner, the
more profound thinker, there can be no
doubting the huge contribution made
by Engels to what became known as
Marxism. Indeed, back in the early
1840s Engels took the initiative
in studying bourgeois political
economy, as he did in the Marx-Engels
orientation to the proletariat. Broadly
speaking, there was an agreed division
of labour. Engels specialised in
military matters, the natural sciences,
polemics against the existing left and
explaining the origin of the family, the
state and classes.
Yet despite the proven closeness
between Marx and Engels a whole

literature has come into existence
which seeks to systematically
problematise or belittle the reputation
of the latter. Hence, in fact, stabbing
the former in the back. Such dishonest
behaviour should be expected from
sworn enemies. What should be
unexpected though, what is sad, what
is unforgivable is that amongst those
who seek to problematise or belittle
Engels are a whole crop of intellectuals
who claim to be loyal, or at least
sympathetic, to Marxism.

False friends

Marxism took relatively influential
form with the late 1960s upsurge in
radical struggles. In point of fact,
Marxism became rather fashionable
in certain quarters. A curse, or at best
a mixed blessing. After all, fashion
is inherently faddish and that invites
shallowness, fickleness and turncoats. Nevertheless, under duress,
the established order granted a whole
range of concessions. That cannot be
denied and should be celebrated to
this day. Women, trade unionists and
ethnic minorities in particular made
big gains during the early 1970s. In
the much expanded university sector
there were advances too. Discipline
relaxed somewhat. Hierarchy was
made less rigid. Sexual apartheid

broke down and more or less ended.
Courses widened to include the study
of Marxism. And not only in the form
of dismissal - but advocacy.

True, there had been a fair number
of CPGB university professors in the
1930s and 40s. Though trained in the
bastardised Marxism developed in the
Soviet Union, and largely taking it for
granted, a few produced work of real
impact and lasting worth. Christopher
Hill, JD Bernal and JBS Haldane
spring to mind.
The late 1960s upsurge saw
a growing rejection of ‘official
communism’ but also a continuation
of ‘official communism’, albeit in
novel forms such as Eurocommunism,
Maoism and Guevarism. That said,
amongst those who claimed to
be implacably hostile to ‘official
communism’ there was a visible failure
to develop a Marxism worthy of the
name. Either hopeless eclecticism or
hopeless dogmatism ruled. Sometimes
both simultaneously. Hence the
Marxism of the International
Socialists, International Marxist
Group and Socialist Labour League
- the forerunners of today’s Socialist
Workers Party, Socialist Resistance
and Workers Revolutionary Party
respectively - should carry a mandatory
health warning.

What is given in one period can
always be taken away in another. The
structural confines and dynamics of
existing capitalist society, the ongoing
influence of social democracy and
‘official communism’, the pressures
exerted on paid - and therefore
dependent - intellectuals, by flattery,
ego and the natural desire to keep
employment and find promotion,
meant that concessions - with the
persuasive backing of money and
state power - could be turned into
their opposites: in this case bourgeois
incorporation and counterattack.
As Marxism triumphantly marched
into one university department after
another - Essex, London, Sussex, Kent,
Glasgow, Lancaster - its representatives
too often allowed themselves to be
compromised, diverted or tamed.
Many simply became well rewarded
lapdogs: academic ‘Marxists’. Only a
small minority of the ‘conquistadors’
retained much in the way of
combativity, partisanship and critical
independence.
Generally academic ‘Marxists’
produced an output hostile to the ‘really
existing socialism’ in the USSR. A
step forward. However, in the attempt
to morally free themselves from
association with Stalin and Stalinism
- and make themselves acceptable to
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university appointments boards - there
was a pronounced tendency towards
individualism. A step backwards.
Membership, no matter how brief,
of one or another of the confessional
leftwing sects - and not only IS, IMG
and SLL - often led to a bitter rejection
of any notion of organised political
commitment. Eventually, in conditions
of confusion and increased atomisation,
there was a widespread collapse into
the despair of postmodernism and
from there into the arms of Blairism,
Scottish nationalism and the greens.
Academic ‘Marxism’ begins by
riding on a wave of radicalism and
denouncing the horrors of Stalinism.
However, because of the inadequacies
of its ‘Marxism’, the Soviet Union is
explained, not in the failure of the
German revolution, not in its laws of
motion, not in its political economy,
but by seeking out a first idea, which,
if it is not to be traced back to Marx’s
head, has to come from Engels.
Engels is therefore said to be the
intellectual source of Stalinism and the
positivism and passive evolutionism
that grew within European social
democracy (which led to the
great betrayal of August 1914 and
culminated in the open pro-capitalism
of today’s Socialist International).
Paradoxical, given the reformist
proclivities and inbuilt platonic nature
of most academic ‘Marxists’. Almost
without exception Engels’ detractors
single out his Dialectics of nature for
particular opprobrium.

Three basic
propositions

First published in 1925 in the Soviet
Union under the guidance of David
Riazanov (1870-1938), Engels’
Dialectics of nature is a fragmentary
and definitely provisional manuscript. Yet, despite the inevitable limitations of a work in progress, Engels
shows the power and huge potential
of the dialectic in studying and revealing nature. He begins, however,
by making a defining point: dialectics
is the general science of development
and interconnection. Dialectics being
“abstracted from the history of nature
and human society”. As a “general
science” dialectics can be “reduced in
the main” to three basic propositions,
states Engels:
1. The law of the transformation of
quantity into quality and vice versa.
2. The law of the interpenetration of
opposites.
3. The law of the negation of the negation.
Engels moves on to discuss
dialectical categories such as necessity
and chance, essence and appearance,
causality and interaction, freedom and
necessity. Formal and dialectical logic
are also touched upon and shown to
have a relationship. Dialectical logic
is, needless to say, far superior. Like
the moving image of film compared to
a single-frame photograph. It grasps
totality, interconnection, movement
and the constancy of change.
Engels unashamedly bases himself
on Georg Hegel (1770-1831). But and it is a big but - he set out to
put the great philosopher onto his
feet. Whereas Hegel idealistically
developed the dialectic “as mere laws
of thought”, Engels insisted that it is
rooted in, and must be deduced from,
the underlying dialectic found in the
world of matter itself.
As can be seen from the plan of
the book - and the rough notes that
make up much of the manuscript Engels envisaged illustrating/revealing
the dialectic in nature through a
comprehensive examination of the
history and cutting-edge developments
in late 19th century mathematics,
physics, mechanics, chemistry,
biology, etc.
If the book had been taken to
completion there is little doubt that it
would have had a tremendous impact
on scientific thinking. Even without
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that, as we have it - that is, in draft
form - those of the stature of Richard
Levins, Richard Lewontin and Stephen
Jay Gould have referred to Dialectics
of nature in glowing terms.
Engels, let us note, was more
than familiar with the sciences of his
day. After moving to London from
Manchester, before writing Dialectics
of nature he undertook an intense,
eight-year study of mathematics and
natural history. Back in Manchester
he had been on very friendly terms
with Carl Schorlemmer (1834-92).
A German émigré, Schorlemmer
was professor of organic chemistry
at Manchester university and author
(along with Henry Enfield Roscoe)
of the Treatise on chemistry (1866).
Long regarded as the standard work
in the field.
Even though his book was
incomplete, Engels makes many
insightful and, if not that, always well
informed observations, including
about possible avenues for advance.
My 1940 edition of Dialectics of
nature - the first English translation
- contains an admiring, though not
uncritical, preface supplied by JBS
Haldane (1892-1964), one of the
20th century’s superstars in genetic
and evolutionary biology. Haldane
welcomes the book “wholeheartedly”.
He goes on to express his “hope that
future generations of scientists will
find that it helps them to elasticity of
thought.” Haldane was at the forefront
of the Darwinian-Mendelian synthesis.
More than that, he was able, in the late
1920s, along with the Soviet scientist,
Aleksandr Ivanovich Oparin (18941980), to convincingly explain the
genesis of life out of non-life (both
men were even at that early stage in
their careers committed to the dialectic
as a method).

Antecedents

Perhaps the first attempt to cast Engels as the original renegade from
Marxism can be found shortly before
World War I. The Italian socialist
and philosopher, Rodolfo Mondolfo
(1877-1976), tried to drive a wedge
between a sparkling Marx and the
‘empirical’ Engels in his Il materialismo storico di Federico Engels
(1912). Mondolfo championed what
he called the “philosophy of praxis”,
as opposed to dialectical materialism
- naturally orthodox Marxists dismissed him at the time as a revisionist who had fallen under the spell of
Georges Sorel (1847-1922). A French
philosopher who, in the name of the
will to power and direct action, rejected science and rationality. Not
surprisingly he has been claimed by
anarchists, anarcho-syndicalists and
fascists alike.
But it was surely Georg Lukács
(1885-1971) who set the anti-Engels
hare running. He was, after all, an
intellectual of some considerable talent
and one who sought to place himself
squarely in the tradition of Bolshevism
(despite his later embrace of a clipped
version of Stalinism). Famously in his
early - semi-Hegelian, semi-Weberian effort to ‘renew’ Marxism, necessitated
by the tragic failure of the Second
International, he put together History
and class-consciousness (1923) - the
book is regarded to this day as something
akin to the Bible in Socialist Workers
Party, Counterfire and similar circles.
Included amongst these essays,
written over 1919-22, there were
some barbed remarks directed against
Engels. This is especially the case with
note 6 of the chapter titled ‘What is
orthodox Marxism?’ Of course, Lukács
had yet to read Dialectics of nature. Its
publication still lay a few years ahead.
There was, though, Anti-Dühring
(1878).
Engels, as the reader will probably
know, had reluctantly agreed to
polemically destroy the intellectual
pretensions and reputation of Eugen
Dühring (1833-1921). A Berlin
university lecturer, he had, surprisingly,

disappointingly, shockingly, won a not
inconsiderable layer of admirers in
the German Social Democratic Party.
Including amongst leading figures. Part
arrogantly, part ridiculously, Dühring
claimed that his eclectic philosophical
constructs and borrowings were far in
advance of the ‘antiquated’ views of
Marx and Engels.
Engels comprehensively shredded
Dühring’s half-baked nonsense. Not
only that, however. He positively
outlined the “dialectical method and
the communist world outlook”. That
was indeed his main intention. This
was a work of popularisation therefore.
Engels had in mind the SDP’s cadre
in Germany and, far beyond that,
the cadre of the rapidly expanding
international movement. Subsequently,
Anti-Dühring served as an introduction
and guide for a whole generation of
Marxist revolutionaries.
Complexities, subtleties and
uncertainties are on occasion smoothed
over, left unexplored or simply go
unmentioned. Nevertheless, despite
those inevitable limitations, it would
be wrong to equate popularisation with
vulgarisation. The two are hardly the
same. Anti-Dühring is undoubtedly
one of the gems to be found in the
literature of classical Marxism.
Part one deals with nature and
therefore necessarily begins with the
dialectic. Engels emphasises that it
would be entirely wrong to crudely read
the dialectic into nature. The dialectic
has to be discovered in nature and
evolving out of nature. So Engels does
not, as often charged, transpose Hegel
onto late 19th century science. On the
contrary, he goes to admirable lengths
to study, absorb, push and on occasion
even break through the specific
scientific categories of his day. Engels
combines self-confessed limitations in
terms of his own scientific education
and knowledge with an ability to
make profound generalisations and
illuminating suggestions.
Despite that, on the basis of 19th
century philosophy, not 20th century
science, Lukács takes Engels to task.
A sad case of forward to the past. “It
is of the first importance,” writes a
cocksure Lukács, “to realise that the
method [of dialectics - JC] is limited
here to the realms of history and
society. The misunderstandings that
arise from Engels’ account of dialectics
can in the main be put down to the
fact that Engels - following Hegel’s
mistaken lead - extended the method
to apply also to nature. However, the
crucial determinants of dialectics the interaction of subject and object,
the unity of theory and practice,
the historical changes in the reality
underlying the categories as the root
cause of changes in thought, etc - are
absent from our knowledge of nature.”
Sowing further confusion, Lukács
later goes on to praise Hegel for
perceiving “that the dialectics of nature
can never become anything more
exalted than a dialectics of movement
witnessed by the detached observer, as
the subject cannot be integrated into the
dialectical process, at least not at the
stage reached hitherto”. But, whether
or not it is right to ‘extend’ the dialectic
into nature, Lukács is at pains to warn of
“the necessity of separating the merely
objective dialectics of nature from
those of society. For in the dialectics
of society the subject is included in
the reciprocal relation in which theory
and practice become dialectical with
reference to one another.”
The philosophical concepts and
language used by Lukács are sometimes
opaque and certainly some of his
assumptions seem to be fundamentally
flawed. In nature, although this is
denied by Lukács, object and subject
interpenetrate and move dialectically.
Both being matter, they necessarily
form a unity. Eg, bacteria, plants
and animals (object) evolve due to
changes in the environment - that is
well known. However, by the same
measure, the environment (subject)

changes due to the impact of plants and
animals. Bacteria and plants evolved
in an atmosphere very different from
today. Some three billion years ago
the atmosphere primarily consisted
of nitrogen, ammonia and carbon
dioxide. It was bacteria and plants
which produced oxygen through the
process of photosynthesis. They were
responsible for our present atmosphere
by sequestrating carbon dioxide and
releasing oxygen - allowing the
evolution of animal life. Subject and
object interpenetrate, are in a process
of constant movement, and time and
again become their opposites.
Much later Lukács recanted.
Whether or not this was due to the
demands of a soul-destroying Stalinist
thought police or a genuine change of
heart I do not know. Either way, in his
own words - in a 1967 introduction when he first published History and
class-consciousness he belonged to a
wider school, a school of thought which
attempted to “ignore or repudiate”
Marxism “as a theory of nature”. This
was, he wrote, part of the tendency
that viewed Marxism “exclusively
as a theory of society, as a social
philosophy”. Karl Korsch (1886-1961)
can be mentioned in this context.
Perhaps with the benefit of hindsight
and further thought, Lukács decided to
be self-critical. Others would say he
backtracked. In the same introduction
just cited, Lukács expresses regret
that in part due to History and classconsciousness there was a growth
of ideas that “strike at the very
root of Marxian ontology”. French
existentialism and its “intellectual
ambience”are vaguely referred to.
Jean-Paul Sartre, it should be said, was
one of those who took the view that
any talk of a dialectic of nature was
to attribute human rational processes
to mere things. For him the dialectic
exclusively belongs to human reason.
Lukács, later still, elaborated, albeit
inadequately. In his ‘lost manuscript’,
A defence of ‘History and class
consciousness’, he underlines his
conviction that human relationships
with nature are “socially mediated, not
immediate”. However, as society arose
from nature, and nature and its laws
existed prior to society, the dialectic,
he reasons, must exist in nature in order
for the dialectic to exist in society.
The older Lukács is more than keen
to emphasise the double determination
of the exchange of matter with nature
- ie, the interaction between society
and nature.
Furthermore, though the natural
sciences are undoubtedly a product
of capitalist development, Lukács
argues - against relativism - that this
makes them no less objective. Whether
natural science is by definition always
dialectical is an unresolved problem
for Lukács. Scientists hardly need
to accept the dialectic in order to
discover new truths and law-governed
probabilities. Nevertheless, here at
least, Lukács is absolutely clear: the
dialectic is an objective fact in nature.
But the idea had been planted and
in the 1960s sank roots and grew
branches in academia. As a result, the
myth of Engels versus Marx began
to harden into an orthodoxy. George
Lichtheim (1912-73) has the ‘honour’
of drawing the main outlines of the
current argument. He was, it should
be stressed, no Marxist.
Whereas Lukács accepted the
basic unity between Marx and Engels,
he constructs an Engels who bears
about the same relationship to Marx
as John Milton’s Satan has to god in
Paradise lost. Lichtheim’s Engels is
a passive social evolutionist, a crude
economic reductionist and was thereby
responsible for transforming Marxism
into something analogous to a passive
Darwinism. His Engels banks not on
the human will to revolutionary action,
praxis. Rather Engels supposedly relies
on a mechanical materialism. Only if the
working class obeyed the “preordained”
laws of social development could

communism be achieved. By extending
the scope of the dialectic to the natural
world and then disastrously transposing
it back onto the social world, Engels
gave birth to a lifeless Marxism. So
judges Lichtheim.
In his influential book Marxism:
an historical and critical study (1961)
Lichtheim breezily condemns Engels
for having betrayed Marx when he
argued that “historical evolution is an
aspect of general (natural) evolution and
basically subject to the same ‘laws’”.
That Marx “put up with this” so-called
“travesty of his original standpoint”
Lichtheim does not deny. He wants to
“leave that to biographers”, however.
Lichtheim insists that Marx “wisely
left nature (other than human nature)
alone”. For Marx, “the only nature
relevant to the understanding of history
was human nature.”
This is meant to praise Marx. In
fact it is plainly wrong and does a
disservice. Actually, Marx was more
than aware that humanity was part of
nature and arose from nature. There
was a prior reality to humanity and
that reality was nature.
S h o w i n g M a r x ’s e n d u r i n g
fascination with natural history - and
not just human history - is the study he
undertook of the outstanding chemist,
Justus von Liebig (1803-73). As a
result, in Capital volumes 1 and 3,
Marx is able to provide a masterful
analysis of the devastating effects
on the soil caused by the growth of
capitalist agriculture. Marx pinpoints
the “metabolic rift between man and
nature”.
Then there is Charles Darwin. Both
Marx and Engels enthusiastically,
though not without criticism, greeted
The origin of species (1859). Darwin’s
book was promoted as a wonderful
vindication. That despite the studied
absence of any treatment of humanity.
Darwin’s method was fundamentally
flawed - Marx and Engels agreed
that. Darwin did not treat his subject,
nature, dialectically. Darwin, as is
widely known, had been inspired
by the reverend Thomas Malthus
and his cold-blooded, class-biased
and catastrophist view of human
population growth.
To begin with, only 1,250 copies of
Darwin’s groundbreaking work were
published. They sold out within the
first day. Engels was one of the buyers.
On December 12 1859 he wrote a short
letter to his friend down in London.
After asking about Marx’s sick wife,
Jenny - and relishing the prospect of
giving one of their mutual opponents
a sound polemical drubbing - Engels
mentions in closing that he has been
reading Darwin’s book. It is “absolutely
splendid”, he remarks. Teleology
in nature has been “demolished”.
Engels continues: “Never before has
so grandiose an attempt been made
to demonstrate historical evolution in
nature and certainly never to such good
effect. One does not, of course, have to
put up with the crude English method.”
Some time after, in January 1861,
Marx pens these pertinent remarks
to Ferdinand Lassalle in Berlin:
“Darwin’s work is most important and
suits my purposes, in that it provides
the basis in natural science for the
historical class struggle. One does
not, of course, have to put up with
the clumsy English style of argument.
Despite the shortcomings, it is here
that, for the first time, ‘teleology’ in
the natural science is not only dealt a
mortal blow, but its rational meaning
is empirically explained.”
Note: Marx unmistakably follows
Engels in style and content. Darwin
provides the confirming basis of the
Marx-Engels viewpoint.
During the early 1860s
Darwinomania swept the thinking
left. Something Marx and Engels
actively encouraged. Marx’s party
was certainly buoyed up by Darwin’s
theory. The origin was law-governed
but open-ended, giving as it did due
recognition to necessity and chance.
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So Lichtheim is being mischievous that or he is plain ignorant: it must surely
be the former. Of course, humanity is
part of nature, a special part. Marx
fully appreciated and on occasion
elaborated upon this inescapable
fact. Humanity, for Marx, was one of
nature’s “own forces”, which through
its own conscious actions changes itself.
Humanity is therefore matter which
has become self-aware. What of the
rest of planet Earth? Especially since
the Neolithic, it (unconscious nature)
has been marked by the - intended
and unintended - actions of humanity.
Nature and humanity at various stages
of social development interpenetrate.
Gaia is increasingly anthropomorphic.
The possibility of human-induced
runaway climate change tells us that
object and subject can once again
become their opposites.

United

According to the anti-Engels myth,
where the fallen angel trod, Georgi
Plekhanov, Karl Kautsky, Vladimir
Lenin, Otto Bauer and the many legions of the Second International followed. Engels is that way blamed for
the evolutionism, the strategic immobility, the social chauvinism that came
to blight most sections of European
socialism. Marx is counterposed to a
dull, reductionist and passive Engels.
Falsehood and another paradox - after all, Lichtheim himself opposed
Marxist practice and instead opted for
piecemeal social change.
Others, however, quickly added
their voices. Included amongst
them were a whole raft of selfproclaimed ‘Marxists’. Whether
they were Hegelian, analytical,
critical, autonomist, Althusserian,
Eurocommunist or Kantian, all
regarded Dialectics of nature as
something close to original sin.
Alfred Schmidt - a member of the
Frankfurt school - was in the front
rank. He berated Engels for departing
from Marx. In his book, The concept
of nature in Marx (1962), Engels is
said to have “relapsed into a dogmatic
metaphysic” because he saw humanity
“only as a product of evolution and
a passive reflection of the process of
nature, not, however, as a productive
force”. Frankly, the notion that Engels
did not understand that humanity was a
self-making productive force is risible.
Whereas the cruder versions of
Darwinism picture humanity as
entirely the product of environmental
change or some inevitable pinnacle of
a teleology called evolution, Engels,
in Dialectics of nature, took a much
more rounded, active viewpoint. The

title of chapter 9, ‘The part played
by labour in the transition from ape
to man’, almost speaks for itself. For
Engels, the evolution of humanity
was not down to nature alone. The
species homo also made itself through
its own labour. Engels put particular
stress on the relationship between
the development of the hand and the
fashioning and use of tools. One can
agree or disagree - there is certainly a
hint of Lamarckism in Engels’ account.
But nothing passive, nothing that can
seriously, honestly, be described as
ignoring human praxis.
Schmidt also gets Engels and
consciousness spectacularly wrong. By
adopting what he calls an evolutionary
approach - ie, that life slowly,
constantly and reassuringly improves
to the point where matter is conscious
of itself - his Engels considered that
matter is automatically and perfectly
reflected in the brains of human
beings. “The movement of thought
in Marx is by no means limited to a
mere mirroring of the factual,” says
a bumptious Schmidt. “The uncritical
reproduction of existing relationships
in consciousness has precisely an
ideological character for Marx.”
So Schmidt claims to believe that,
whereas Marx understood that ideas are
formed in interaction with the material
world, Engels promoted a crude
‘identity theory of consciousness’. And
yet, as even a casual reading of Engels
will show, he knew perfectly well that
there was nothing automatic in the
reflection of nature in consciousness.
People often, usually, get things
somewhat wrong. Hence the distorted,
upside-down world of ideology, of
which religion is a part.
What is embarrassingly obvious
from Schmidt, as with others in the
Frankfurt school, is an approach
which owes far more to Hegel than
Marx. There is no study of chemistry,
physics, biology or any other science.
No attempt to grasp the physical world
as the physical world. Indeed there is
a rejection of science. The “alienation
of humanity from nature” is attributed
to science and the enlightenment - “an
analysis that arose from romantic roots
and Weber’s critique of rationalism and
the ‘disenchantment’ of the world”.
Hence the metabolic rift Marx
writes about is dealt with by Schmidt
in purely philosophical terms. A bad
case of retrogression. Though he claims
to admire the concept, he insists on
separating dialectics and materialism.
The two are, he says, “incompatible”.
Thus Schmidt, logically, ends up
denouncing not just Engels, but
Marx too. For him Marx fell prey to

Fighting fund

Success at last!
F

inally we have succeeded in
raising the full amount needed
for our monthly fighting fund - for
the first time since we increased the
target to £1,750 last autumn. And
how appropriate that the success
came at the very last moment for
our April fund, on the morning of
May Day!
I have to say that a very large
part of the credit must go to
comrade KC, who, responding to
my appeal last week, transferred no
less than £200 to the Weekly Worker
from his online account. Then there
was comrade DN, who handed over
£25 in cash, also within an hour or
so of the 12 noon deadline, plus
PayPal donations from MM (£20),
PM (£20) and TT (£5), and standing
orders from RL (£10) and JC (£5).
All that comes to £285, taking
our April total to £1,761. Phew!
And May’s fund has got off to a
brisk start, thanks mainly to all those

standing orders that we receive at
the start of the month. There were
17 different SOs, ranging from £6
to £30 (two of the latter - thank you,
CG and TB). I must also mention
the £25 from BP, plus the £20 from
DL, PW, PD, DG and SM.
Oh, and I almost forgot - I
received a little book of 12
second-class stamps from OG
in appreciation of an issue of the
paper that somehow hadn’t been
delivered first time round, but we
sent again last week. More than
useful, comrade.
Anyway, we start our May fund
with £357 already in the kitty. Now
let’s make sure we repeat April’s
success! l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

technological Prometheanism and the
domination of humanity over nature.
Why? Because of his materialism.
Obviously the charge of technological
Prometheanism is unfounded: clear to
anyone who has taken the trouble to
properly engage with the real Marx (and
Engels) and their writings on nature.

Colletti and others

Lucio Colletti (1924-2001) - once a
dissident ‘official communist’, he
ended life as a parliamentary representative of Silvio Berlusconi’s
Forza Italia - went further. Colletti
is convinced that the numerous 20th
century distortions of Marxism have
to be traced back to the “dialectical
materialism of Engels, Lenin and
Plekhanov”, which they get from a
misreading of Hegel’s “dialectic of
matter”. Occupying the higher authority, being a foundational figure,
Engels must be particularly guilty.
Colletti, a neo-Kantian ‘Marxist’, is
convinced that Engels’ work around
natural science - what he calls
“the philosophy of nature”, or the
“extension”of historical materialism
into dialectical materialism - had an
entirely negative effect on the leaders
of the Second International.
Authors from across the political
spectrum began to take this and other
such nonsense as common-sensical.
The ‘official communist’ John Lewis
(The Marxism of Marx 1972) and
the anti-Marxist Leszek Kołakowski
(Main currents of Marxism 1978) were
as one. At least on this issue. Engels
had distorted Marx by extending the
dialectic from society to incorporate
nature. Others can be listed: Karl
Popper, Richard Gunn, Zbigniew
Jordan and Gareth Steadman Jones.
And it is not just a case of rejecting
Stalin, but not embracing Trotsky.
After all, we should add Andrew
Gamble, Alex Callinicos, Terrel
Carver amongst other Trotskyites and
Trotskyoids to the anti-Engels list.
Hence Harry Cleaver - a Hegelian
‘Marxist’ and a pupil of Raya
Dunayevskaya - almost considers
himself honour-bound to dismiss Engels
in his Reading ‘Capital’ politically
(1979). It has become routine. Engels
is excoriated because he “sought to
expand Marx’s analysis of capital into
a universal philosophical system which
would englobe not only the entirety of
human history but the entire cosmos of
the natural world as well”.
The exact same dismissiveness
is found in Maurice Cornforth’s
Communism and philosophy: “It is
worth noting,” says this burnt-out
‘official communist’, “that in the
writings of Marx there was little said by
way of generalising about the ‘nature
of the universe’. Such generalisations
were proposed, however (though only
in rather ambiguous phraseology), in
some parts of the later writings of
Engels - not only in some of his notes
on the Dialectics of nature, but in the
first part of Anti-Dühring, where, in
chapter one, he wrote about ‘the great
totality of things and our knowledge
of things’, and in later chapters tried to
sum up ‘the philosophy of dialectical
materialism’ in a set of concise
formulas.”
Cornforth sighingly regrets that
“such formulations have contributed
to the formation of a dogmatic variety
of Marxism with its ideological
illusions”. Remember, this is the
Maurice Cornforth (1909-80) who
served as an ardent proponent for
Stalin and his so-called philosophical
achievements during the 1940s and
50s. His deathbed confession of loss
of faith makes great play of rejecting
the concept of “totality”. It is “fantastic
and delusory”, he pitifully announces.

Levine

The whole slander campaign against
Engels finds a systematic expression
in the work of Norman Levine. He
has turned his anti-Engelsism into a
cottage industry. Engels, in Levine’s

account, is the uneducated non-university bumpkin, the pimp of positivism, the most significant source
of Stalinism: “Engelsism distorted
Marxism, and Stalinist Russia partially formed by Engelsism also debased
Marxism.” A combination of snobbery, idealism and Stalinist apologetics. Stalin’s Soviet Union would have
been OK if only it had not been for
the pernicious influence of Engels.
That is the clear implication.
Levine’s anti-Engels oeuvre is best
summarised in his ‘seminal’ book The
tragic deception: Marx contra Engels
(1975). Here Levine condemns Engels
in a whole series of baseless claims.
Remember, all this is from a man who
seriously imagines that he upholds the
mantle of authentic Marxism.
Things-in-themselves are
knowable, says Engels. Levine strongly
objects. But all things are knowable
in principle. What phenomenon, in
principle, is unknowable? Nature,
“not thought”, is the “ultimate
cause”, says Levine’s Engels. Levine
again strongly objects. Poor Levine.
He simply reveals himself to be yet
another idealist. Before thought there
is nature - fact.
Engels, says Levine, “continuously
affirmed the copy theory of knowledge
... there was absolutely no variance, no
difference between our comprehension
of the external world and the external
world itself”. Really? How can anyone
make such silly claims and keep a
straight face? I have already noted
that Engels was acutely conscious of
the fact that people mostly get things
partially wrong - ie, ideology.
Engels, says Levine, committed
the “grave error” of “making the laws
of nature themselves dialectical”.
Engels did not make the laws of nature
dialectical. He tried, on the contrary, to
draw out the most general dialectical
laws from nature. Not force artificial,
preconceived, inappropriate notions
onto nature.
Indeed Engels insisted again and
again that things, specific fields,
different levels and arrangements of
matter and motion, had to be studied
according to their own particular laws.
Biology is not chemistry and physics
is not human society. Each level of
matter has its own laws.
Engels “was a unilinear
evolutionist” for whom “the notion of
human praxis was absent”, maintains
Levine. Yet another silly and quite
frankly tiresome claim. Why then
was Engels so concerned with the
practice of the German SDP, the
French Workers’ Party, the British
Social Democratic Federation and
the other Marxist organisations in
Europe and North America? I would
suggest because he was no “unilinear
evolutionist”. Rather, as the evidence
shows, Engels was someone for whom
“human praxis” was vital and therefore
a constant concern.
Engels’ thought “moved from a
mechanistic materialist view of the
universe to a deterministic view of
human history ... it was Engels, not
Marx, who was the originator of
economic determinism”. And, yes, it
gets dafter and dafter. According to
Levine, “Engels’ materialism ... was
a cold, unremitting and remorseless
system. Men had little impact on
fashioning the course of development
of history and nature. Rather than
being the subject of history, men
were basically the passive objects of
unrelenting external forces ... Engels’
materialism was mechanistic.”
Engels made mistakes and was
limited by his time, of course. It is
all too clear, however, that Engels
and Marx were as one on nature and
the dialectic, as with so much else.
That does not make them right. But
such a recognition provides the only
serious basis from which to examine
whether or not Marxism is of any use
in investigating and moving forward
contemporary questions in the natural
sciences l

What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real
Communist Party today. There
are many so-called ‘parties’
on the left. In reality they are
confessional sects. Members
who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected
to gag themselves in public.
Either that or face expulsion.
n 	C o m m u n i s t s o p e r a t e
according to the principles of
democratic centralism. Through
ongoing debate we seek to achieve
unity in action and a common
world outlook. As long as they
support agreed actions, members
should have the right to speak
openly and form temporary or
permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all
imperialist wars and occupations
but constantly strive to bring
to the fore the fundamental
question - ending war is bound
up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are
internationalists. Everywhere
we strive for the closest unity and
agreement of working class and
progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without
a global Communist Party,
a Communist International,
the struggle against capital is
weakened and lacks coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to
and enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism
i s s y n o n y m o u s w i t h w a r,
pollution, exploitation and crisis.
As a global system capitalism
can only be superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed
into schools for communism.
n Communists are champions
of the oppressed. Women’s
oppression, combating racism and
chauvinism, and the struggle for
peace and ecological sustainability
are just as much working class
questions as pay, trade union rights
and demands for high-quality
health, housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It
is the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic
or, as with Stalin’s Soviet Union,
it turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition
to communism - a system
which knows neither wars,
exploitation, money, classes,
states nor nations. Communism
is general freedom and the real
beginning of human history.
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Bring on
the red
republic

Just a waste of money?
The hype surrounding the birth of Charlotte Elizabeth Diana Windsor once again shows that we need to
fight for a different world, says Tina Becker

A

s you would expect, lefties all
over the world are outdoing
each other in their disdain over
the birth of HRH Princess Charlotte of
Cambridge, as the little girl is officially
called. Their complaints run pretty
much along the lines of the Socialist
Worker headline in September 2014,
when news of Kate Middleton’s
second pregnancy broke: “Stop the
press! A woman is going to have
another baby!”1
On the one hand, you cannot blame
people for being fed up with the nonstop reporting of what is, on the face of
it, just another birth. Millions of women
do it. Every day. So what’s the big deal?
The comrades are wrong though.
It is a huge deal. Not only has the
Duchess of Cambridge managed
to produce the fourth in line to the
throne. This birth, and the publicity
surrounding it, is used to further
emphasise the monarchy’s ‘right’
to rule over us ‘subjects’. The allencompassing reportage of such
special royal occasions continues to
reinforce the notion that the monarchy
belongs to Britain like fish and chips.
Indestructible. Solid as a rock.
And the left is not helping. This
week’s Socialist Worker (May 5 2015)
does not even bother to mention the
story that has been dominating the
news for weeks, and for a few days
relegated coverage of the general
election. Back in September, the
paper wrote: “The new scrounger can
take its pick of palaces and stately
homes. Meanwhile a third of children
in Britain live in poverty.” It does not
take a genius to work out that the two
things are only related in the sense that
they illustrate the injustice of class
society. After all, those children would
still go hungry even if Kate Middleton
had remained childless.
Not once does the article mention
the need to abolish the monarchy,
let alone the House of Lords or the
need to establish annual parliaments.
Tellingly, Socialist Workers Party
national secretary Charlie Kimber
once described the institution of
monarchy as a “frippery” - nothing
but some ostentatious adornment at
the head of the British state.2
This is a classic symptom of what
Marxists call economism: ie, the
downplaying of democratic demands
in favour of the narrow politics of
trade union consciousness. Sean
Matgamna, patriarch of the Alliance
for Workers’ Liberty, offered the
opinion that “the British monarchy
could be sloughed off tomorrow with
little else of importance changing in
British society”.3
Hence getting rid of the monarchy
can safely be left to The Guardian
(remember its campaign for a
republic?). Or the awful pressure
group, Republic, which argues that
the monarch should be replaced by
an elected head of state: “In place
of the queen we want someone
chosen by the people, not running
the government, but representing
the nation independently of our
politicians.” 4 Maybe somebody as

Royal cult
independent as Germany’s president,
Paul von Hindenburg, who in 1933
put Adolf Hitler into power? An
extreme example, perhaps, but one
that illustrates how delusional it is to
expect that somebody “independent”
could be given the job.
Republic’s terrible representative
was given prime time on BBC News
24 to argue about how expensive the
monarchy was and how the queen and
her family were going round “wasting
our money”. A sentiment that many on
the organised left share.
But it is not really about the money.
It is annoying, of course, that a woman
who has a personal wealth of over
£340 million (making her the 302nd
richest person in Britain)5 and her
family receive in excess of £35 million
a year from the taxpayer (and that is
just the official figure). But supporters
of the institution can easily shoot back,
claiming that the monarchy brings in
millions and millions every year, be
it via tourism or the so-called ‘Kate
effect’, which will now be augmented
by the ‘Charlotte effect’. Thousands
and thousands of people are snapping
up a coat or dress that Kate (and
now her daughter) have worn, just
to ‘feel like a princess’ for a day.
Financial ‘experts’ estimate that the
new-born child will have brought in
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an additional revenue of “£1 billion
before she’s 10 years old”.6
But this is not a financial question:
it is about democracy. It goes to the
heart of the way we are ruled and what
kind of future society we envisage.

Modern monarchy

Running a feudal system was never
that easy. Even in times of relative
‘peace’, you had to invade one place
after another or make deals with other
powers to avoid being taken over
yourself. As a noble, in all likelihood
you had to marry somebody you had
never met and with whom you perhaps
did not even speak the same language
- the main thing was to produce
sufficient offspring to cement the
power of your ‘house’. All the while,
you had to make sure your subjects
did not rebel too much and too often.
One way of doing that was to promote
the cult of the monarch, a blessed
individual who, unlike the grasping
barons, supposedly cared for the poor
and needy.
But the rise of democracy and
the formation of the working class
has really changed all of that. It has
become harder and harder to win
the masses to approve of such an
undemocratic system - witness China,
Russia, Germany, Austria, Turkey,
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Italy, Egypt, Iraq, Greece, Iran
and other countries which became
republics in the 20th century.
Britain’s monarchy has survived,
but that does not mean it will
never come under threat. The mass
discontent with the ‘heartless’
monarchy in the aftermath of the death
of Diana Spencer in 1997 really shook
our rulers. They know that in the age
of mass media and social networking,
you have to go the extra mile to
convince people that they should
remain ‘subjects’.
Step forward, Catherine Middleton.
In the four years since her marriage to
William Windsor, Kate has more than
adequately filled the role assigned to
her. During engagements she smiles
away for hours on end, while engaging
in the same inane small talk with one
person after the other. She is not
known to have ever said anything
interesting about, well, anything.
But best of all, she is a ‘commoner’.
Her great-great-grandfather on her
mother’s side was a miner, the one on
her father’s side a labourer and brickmaker. Kate’s mother herself used to
work as a stewardess, where she met
her husband, a flight dispatcher. Well,
if those two normal, working class
people can produce an offspring that
goes on to marry a prince, there’s hope
for all of us, isn’t there?
Not quite. As it happens, Michael
Middleton also inherited a couple
of trust funds from his wealthy
grandmother, a member of the Lupton
family, which is described in the City
of Leeds archives as “landed gentry, a
political and business dynasty”.7 The
Middletons used the money to set up
a company flogging party equipment,
which means they were already multimillionaires by the time their children
went to secondary school. Kate did
not go to any old secondary school,
of course - she attended Marlborough
College, which currently charges
£33,090 per annum.
In the words of the writer, Hilary
Mantel, Kate was “designed to breed”.
Mantel later clarified her muchcriticised words, which were indeed
taken out of context: “My whole theme
was the way we maltreat royal persons,
making them one superhuman and yet
less than human.”8
This is exactly the point. Our ruling
class works very hard to present the
members of the royal family as downto-earth, normal human beings. In the
run up to the birth, the papers were full

of stories of journalists describing the
hell of having two children under the
age of two. How, oh how, will poor
Kate cope? With two full-time nannies
and two wealthy grandparents by her
side, plus a housekeeper, a cleaner,
a gardener, a personal assistant, a
chauffeur, no need to go back to work
any time soon and no worries about
the family’s finances, she will probably
be OK. Just.
Unless you are about to inherit your
granny’s millions, there is very little
chance you will ever meet, let alone
marry, one of the Windsors. They are
nothing like ‘us’. And they epitomise the
inverse of the kind of society we fight for.
Communists do not believe we
need some kind of second ‘bourgeois
revolution’. The bourgeoisie had their
chance and messed it up a long time
ago. The working class, as the only
democratic class in society, will have
to take the question of the monarchy
seriously if it is ever going to become
the ruling class. History shows that the
downfall of a monarchy almost without
exception coincides with a revolutionary
situation. Such a scenario is exactly
what we communist republicans seek
to bring about by prioritising the fight
to abolish the monarchy and winning a
democratic republic.
By establishing a republic we will,
by the way, be doing William Windsor,
Kate Middleton and their offspring an
inestimable favour - liberating them
from the unnatural and alienated life
that comes with their role and giving
them the opportunity, at long last, to
become rounded human beings.
Our republicanism is militant
and revolutionary. As opposed to the
passive republicanism we have come
to expect from the economistic left in
general - yes, it would be a nice idea,
of course, but we are not going to say
or do much about it. By contrast, the
CPGB calls for a democratic republic,
so foolishly dismissed by some on the
left as a ‘diversion’ from the struggle
for socialism, as part and parcel of the
struggle to democratise all of society
- from top to bottom l
tina.becker@weeklyworker.co.uk
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